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(1) Agency: Peimsylvania Public Utility Commission

independent Regulatory
Review Commission

(2) Agency Number: L-2020-3019521

Identification Number: 57-330
WRC Number:

(3) PA Code Cite: 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and 66

(4) Short Title: Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018

(5) Agency Contacts (List Telephone Number and Email Address):

Primary Contact: CoLin W. Scott, Assistant Counsel (717-783-5949, colinscottpa.gov)
Secondary Contact: Hayley E. Dunn, Assistant Counsel (717-214-9594, havdtinndpa.uov)
Technical staff contact: Fixed Utility Valuation Engineer, Matthew T. Lamb. (717) 783-1001.
mlamb:;pa.gov in the Bureau of Technical Utility Services.

(6) Type of Rulemaking (check applicable box):

N Proposed Regulation D Emergency Certification Regulation;
Final Regulation D Certification by the Governor

LI Final Omitted Regulation LI Certification by the Attorney General

(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)

Act 120 of 2018 (Act 120) amended the Public Utility Code at 66 Pa.C.S. § 1311(b) to address the
replacement of customer-owned lead service lines (LSL) and customer-owned damaged wastewater service
laterals (DWSL) as well as the recovery of associated costs. In this regard, the proposed regulation will
establish a comprehensive program for the removal of all LSLs from a jurisdictional water utilitys water
distribution system due to their harmftil effects. The regulation will also establish the standard under which
a jurisdictional wastewater utility may seek to replace, rehabilitate, or repair DWSLs in known problem
areas in its wastewater system.

(8) State the statutory authority’ for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

In accordance with 66 Pa.C.S. § 501(a), the Commission has broad authority to act to enforce the Public
Utility Code and “the full intent thereof” Act 120 addresses the replacement of customer-owned LSLs
and DWSLs and the recovery of associated costs at 66 Pa.C.S. § 1311(b). In particular, 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1311(b)(2)(i) and (vii) contemplate the creation ofa “commission-approved program” for purposes
of replacing LSLs and DWSLs and require the Commission to establish standards, processes, and
procedures, by regulation or order, to effectuate certain requirements of Act 120.



Further, pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 1501, public utilities have an affirmative duty to “furnish and maintain
adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities, and make all such repairs, changes,
alterations, substitutions, extensions, and improvements in or to such service and facilities as may be
necessary or proper for the accommodation, convenience and safety of the utility’s customers and the
public.” The term “service” is broadly defined by 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 to include a wide range of actions.

Accordingly, pursuant to Sections 201 and 202 of the Act of July 31, 1968. P.L. 769 No. 240,45 P.s.
§ 1201-1202, and the regulations promulgated thereunder at I Pa. Code § 7.1, 7.2, and 7.5; section
204(b) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. § 732.204(b); Section 745.5 of the Regulatoiy
Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5; and Section 612 of the Administrative Code of 1929, 71 P.S. § 232, and
the regulations promulgated thereunder at 4 Pa. Code § 7.231-7.234, the Commission is considering
adopting the proposed regulation set forth in Annexes A and B of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order, or federal regulation? Are there
any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or regulation as well as,
any deadlines for action.

As noted in No. 8, Act 120 mandates that the Commission establish certain LSL and DWSL replacement
standards, processes, and procedures “by regulation or order.” 66 Pa.C.S. § 1311 (b)(2)(vii). Pursuant to
66 Pa.C.S. § 1311 (b)(2)(vii), the requisite standards, processes, and procedures must ensure that work
performed to replace a LSL or DWSL is accompanied by a warranty of a term that the Commission
determines appropriate, and provide for a reimbursement to a customer that replaces its LSL or DWSL
within one year of commencement of a project in accordance with a Commission-approved tariff. Act
120 does not otherwise mandate promulgation of the regulations and does not set forth any deadlines for
Commission action. See gen ‘lv 66 Pa.C.S. § 1311(b).

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit,

Lead is a cumulative poison in humans and is known to cause serious health problems. \Vhile lead
poisoning is a preventable environmental health hazard, if not addressed, it may affect customers
regardless of race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status. Injury from lead poisoning is permanent and
irreversible. Thus, the public health hazards associated with lead necessitate significant action to
combat and eliminate the adverse effects of lead exposure from LSLs.

Similarly, DWSLs present risks to the public that require corrective action. DWSLs may create serious
environmental and health hazards due to the inherently deleterious composition of wastewater. DWSLs
may cause wastewater to backup into a customer’s home or discharge into the environment and may
become a source of inflow and infiltration (I&l), contributing to hydraulically overloaded conditions
within portions of a wastewater collection system or at a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). l&1 adds
to the flow entering the collection system and being treated at the \VWTP, reducing capacity and, in
extreme cases, may be the largest contributing factor to hazardous overflows.

Prior to the passage of Act 120, certain public utilities, including The York Water Company (York
Water) and Pennsylvania-American Water Company (PAWC), petitioned the Commission for approval
of independent LSL replacement efforts. See Petition of The York Wa/er Company, Docket No.



P-20 19-2577404 (Order entered March 8, 2017); Petition ofPe,z,zsvlvania American Water Company,
Docket No. P-2017-2606 100 (Order entered January 4,2019). Concerns regarding LSL replacements
have also been raised in other proceedings before the Commission, including the Pittsburgh Water and
Sewer Authority (PWSA) compliance plan proceeding. See Implementation of chapter 32 a/the Public
LW/it3’ Code Regarding Pittsburgh Water and Seirer Authority — Stage I, Docket No. M-20 18-2640802
(Order entered June 18, 2020). Thus, by providing for the development of comprehensive LSL
replacement (LSLR) programs, the proposed regulation will result in more cohesive review, approval,
replacement, and monitoring processes. The same is true of the DWSL replacement standards.

Further, the Public Utility Code requires adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable service. 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1501. By providing for the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs. the regulations will address a serious
public health concern and improve wastewater infrastructure in the Commonwealth. Customers of all
jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities will benefit through replacements or reimbursements as well
as the reduced exposure to lead in the case of LSL replacements and the lessened propensity for
wastewater problems with respect to DWSL replacements.

All jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities will likewise benefit from the proposed regulation.
Rather than completing LSL replacements piecemeal, the regulation allows for concentrated efforts,
thereby ensuring the balanced, expeditious removal of LSLs from the public water distribution system,
while allowing entities to optimize financial, technical, and managerial resources. The regulation will
also allow prudent investment in repairing, rehabilitating, and replacing DWSLs, rather than more costly
investments in upsizing other infrastructure to accommodate the increased flows attributable to 1&l.
The response in No. (19) identifies more specifically who will benefit from the regulation.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the specific
provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

The National Primary Drinking Water Regulations at 40 CFR § 141.84 provide standards for the
replacement of LSLs in the event that a water distribution system exceeds requisite lead action levels.
Specifically, 40 CFR § 141.84 states, “Systems that fail to meet the lead action level in tap samples
taken pursuant to § 141 86(d)(2), after installing corrosion control and/or source water treatment
(whichever sampLing occurs later), shall replace lead service lines in accordance with the requirements
of this section.” The Commissioifs proposed regulation, however, differs from 40 CFR § 141.84 in that
they provide uniform requirements for the replacement of all LSLs, not requirements for the
replacement of LSLs as a remedial action based to lead action levels. As noted in the memorandum
introducing Act 120. “The American Society for Civil Engineers recently gave a grade of D and D- for
Pennsylvania’s water and wastewater systems.” Lead ivater service hues mud replacement ofdamaged
sewer lateral, Memorandum from Rep. Alexander T. Charlton (February 1, 2018) (last accessed
October 8, 2020) available at
https://www,leais.state.pa.us//cfdocs/Leciis/CSM/showMemoPublic.cfm?chamber=H&SPick=20170&co
sponld=25 145. Thus, a proactive, rather than reactive, approach is necessan’ in Pennsylvania.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvani&s ability to compete with other states?

Pursuant to information on the Environmental Defense Fund’s (EDF) website 17 states, including
Peimsylvania have proactive policies that support utility and community LSLR replacement programs.
The information contained in the EDF report was compiled from publicly available information and lists
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the common stale goals of complying with the safe drinking water rules, educating utilities and the
public on the health risks posed by lead, and enacting policies that enable or direct utilities and
communities to fi3lly replace LSLs. State Efforts to Support LSL Replacement, Environmental Defense
Fund (last accessed October 8, 2020) available at https://www.edforc/health’state-effons-support-lsl
replacement. The proposed regulation is comparable to the regulations and policies of other states in
that the goal of this regulation is to completely remove LSLs in order to protect public health.

Additionally, similar to Act 120 in Pennsylvania, in July 2017, the Indiana General Assembly modified
the Indiana Code, md. Code Ann. § 8131.6, et seq., to establish a process for water utilities to obtain
authority to replace customer-owned LSLs and recover the return on and of the investments made to
replace these lines, even though the lines are not owned by the utilities. Likewise, the California Health
and Safety Code, Cal. Health & Safety Code § 116885, requires all community water systems to
compile an inventory of LSLs in its distribution system, a step being proposed by the Commission here.

The proposed regulation has no bearing on Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states. The
regulation focuses on public health and safety, which is a common goal shared by other states
implementing LSLR programs.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulating agency or other state agencies?
If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

The proposed regulation will work in conjunction with the Commission’s regulations at 52 Pa. Code
Chapter 121, which addresses long-term infrastructure improvement plans (LTIIP) The regulation
incorporates by reference LTIIP-related definitions from 52 Pa. Code § 121.1 Additionally, the
regulation requires ajurisdictional water or wastewater utility with an LTHP to include with its LSLR or
DWSL Program petition a modified LTIIP containing a LSLR or DWSL Plan as a separate and distinct
component of the LTIIP. Alternatively, a jurisdictional water or wastewaler utility without an LTIIP
will be required to include with its LSLR or DWSL Program petition a LSLR or DWSL Plan that
independently meets the requirements of 52 Pa. Code § 121.3. The Commission will coordinate the
periodic review of updated LSLR or DWSL Plans with the periodic review of an LTIIP pursuant to 52
Pa. Code § 121.7 where possible. Further, ifajurisdicuonal water or wastewater utility implements its
LSLR or DWSL Plan as part of its LTIIP, the Commission will require a LSLR Program Report as part
of the annual asset optimization plan under 52 Pa. Code § 121.6(b)(3).

With regard to other state agency regulations, the proposed regulation will complement the existing
requirements of the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). As it pertains to the
proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 65, for example, the Service Line Inventory requirements
may advance detection and remediation of lead issues prior to exceeding health advisory limits that
requires DEP intervention. Additionally, the regulation will work in conjunction with DEP’s regulations
to prohibit partial LSLRs by requiring a Ml LSLR in all circumstances, including when anjudsdictional
water utility is under a DEP directive to replace a LSL due to a systems action level exceedance of
0.0 15 mg/L. See 25 Pa. Code § 109.1103. Absent the regulation, when DEP directs a jurisdictional
water utility to replace only the company-owned portion of a LSL. a partial LSLR may result. See 25
Pa. Code § 109.1107(d). Partial LSLRs present a public health hazard due to increased lead levels,
making the regulations critical.
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Further, the proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 66 incorporates by reference DWSL-related
definitions from 25 Pa. Code § 94.1 and 965.1 to maintain uniformity with DEP’s regulations and to
ensure that any future revisions to DEP’s definitions are captured in the Commission’s regulations,

(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory’
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

On October 3, 2019, Chairman Gladys Brown Dutdeuille and Commissioner John F. Coleman directed,
iiiter cilia, the transmission of directed questions regarding LSL and DWSL replacements to interested
stakeholders and the establishment of a working group. Impk’nwntation ofAct 120 of2018, Docket No.
M-20l9-3013286 (Joint Motion issued October 3,2019). On October 24, 2019, the Commission issued
a Secretarial Letter accompanied by directed questions. The Commission directed the filing of
comments by November 22, 2019, and reply comments by January 16, 2020, and scheduled a working
group meeting to convene on December 19, 2019. hnpk’nwntation ofAet 120 of2018, Docket No.
M-20 19-3013286 (Secretarial Letter issued October 24, 2019); Implementation ofAct 120 of2018,
Docket No. M-2019-30l3286, Secretarial Letter issued December 3,2019). Notice of the working
group meeting was published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on November 2, 2019, at 49 Pa.B. 6652.

The following stakeholders filed comments in response to the Commission’s directed questions:
the County of Northampton (Northampton County); PAWC; the Coalition for Affordable Utility Service
and Energy (CAUSE-PA), Green & Healthy Homes Initiative (GHHI), and Pittsburgh United
(UNITED) collectively; the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC); the Office of Consumer
Advocate (0CM; Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc. (Aqua); Suez Water Pennsylvania, Inc. (SUEZ); the Office
of Small Business Advocate (OSBA); PWSA; and Columbia Water Company (Columbia Water).

The working group meeting convened on December 19, 2019, and the following stakeholders were in
attendance: Northampton County; PAWC; CAUSE-PA; GHHI; the NRDC; the OCA; Aqua; SUEZ; the
OSBA; PWSA; Columbia Water; PENNVEST; the Public Utility Law Project (PULP); the Bureau of
Investigation and Enforcement (B1&E); and York Water. The three-hour working group meeting began
with a presentation by Commission staff, including questions for stakeholders. followed by an open
dialogue regarding the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs. Commission staff encouraged the filing of
reply comments as a means to further respond to matters raised during the working group meeting. On
January 16, 2019, the Commission received reply comments from CAUSE-PA. GHHI, UNITED, and
the NRDC, collectively; the OSBA; and PWSA.

The purpose of the comments, reply comments, and working group meeting was to inform the
development of a Staff Report regarding parameters for the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs directed
by the October 3,2019 Joint Motion and submitted to the Commission on March 31, 2020.

The September 17, 2020 Order initiating the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking provides for publication of
the Order, Annexes A and B, and the Statement of Vice Chairman David W. Sweet in the Pennsvh’unia
Bulletin and on the Cornmissio&s website. The Order directs service of the same upon all jurisdictional
water and wastewater utilities and the Pennsylvania National Association of Water Companies, the
OCA, the OSBA, the Bl&E, and the DEP. Interested parties will have 60 days from publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin to provide comments, and 30 days thereafter to provide reply comments.
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(15) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected by the regulation.
How are they affected?
As noted in No. 10, the regulations will affect all jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities.
Jurisdictional water utilities will be required to remove all LSLs from their distribution system according
to a Commission-approved LSLR Program, while jurisdictional wastewater utilities will have the option
to complete DWSL replacements in known problem areas in their wastewater system. Accordingly, all
respective water and wastewater customers will be affected as well.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply with
the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.

First, the proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 65 apply to all jurisdictional water utilities,
including (I) public utilities, as defined in 66 Pa, CS. § 102, providing water service; (2) municipal
corporations, as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. § 102, providing water service beyond their corporate limits; and
(3) PWSA, as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. § 3201. These regulations use the term “entity” to encompass all
jurisdictional water utilities. 79 Water Utilities (current as of 10/9/2020).

Similarly, the proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 66 applies to all jurisdictional wastewater
utilities, including (I) public utilities, as defined in 66 Pa. CS. § 102, providing wastewater service; (2)
municipal corporations, as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. § 102, providing wastewater service beyond their
corporate limits; and (3) PWSA, as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. § 3201. These regulations use the term
“entity” to encompass all jurisdictional wastewater utilities. 50 Wastewater Utilities (current as of
10/9/2020).

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations. Evaluate the
benefits expected as a result of the regulation.

As it pertains to the financial and economic impacts of the proposed regulation, in the September 17,
2020 Order initiating Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the Commission solicited submission of cost-
related data as well as research and other information utilized in cost analyses for LSLR and DWSL
Projects. The Commissio&s Bureau of Technical Utility Services (TUS) has preliminarily estimated the
cost to install a LSLR at approximately 56,000 to 58,000 per service line and the cost to replace a
DWSL at approximately S3,000 to 510,000 per replacement.

In terms of social impacts, the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs will address a serious public health
concern, while improving water and wastewater infrastrncwre throughout the Commonwealth. The
benefits of the regulation are described in No. 10.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.

As explained in No. 10, the proposed regulation is designed to allow entities to optimize their financial,
technical, and managerial resources. With regard to the proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 65,
the costs to install LSLRs under an organized LSLR effort pursuant to a LSLR Plan are less than those
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that may be incurred otherwise. Under a less organized LSLR effort, that does not follow a LSLR Planj
costs may be greater due to increased mobilization and demobilization costs. In addition, under the
proposed regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 66, entities may make more pragmatic investments in
DWSL repairs, rehabilitation, and replacements in lieu of inflated investments in other infrastmcture
needed to combat the negative effects of DWSLs.

Further, Act 120 provides for the recovery of costs associated with LSL and DWSL replacements. See
66 Pa.C.S. § 1311(b). The proposed regulation sets forth uniform standards for the accounting treatment
of LSLR and DWSL costs. The regulation also allows for the deferral of certain income taxes that are
not recovered through base rates or the DSIC for accounting purposes and the deferral of certain
expenses that are not recovered through base rates. These mechanisms offset the cost of replacing LSLs
and DWSLs such that cost is not an adverse effect of the regulation.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

As noted in No. 17 above, the Commission requested the submission of cost-related data as well as
research and other infomrntion utilized in cost analyses for LSLR and DWSL Projects in Comments and
Reply Comments. In the interim, TUS estimated the cost to install a LSLR at approximately $6,000 to
$8,000 per service line and the cost to replace a DWSL at approximately $3,000 to $10,000 per
replacement.

TUS estimates derive from the LTIIPs ofjurisdictional water utilities. The LTIIP-based replacement
costs reflect only an incremental cost to pre-existing street disturbances, curb cuts, contractor
mobilization and subsequent street paving. In addition, length of pipe from the curb stop to the inside of
the structure, real property improvements such as driveways, sidewalks and retaining walls, and physical
access constraints due to other buildings in more dense urban areas are among the many factors that
affect both LSL aM DWSL replacement costs.

As explained in No. 18 above, the costs to replace LSLs under an organized LSLR Plan are expected to
be less than if completed in a less organized effort, which might result in additional costs due to
increased mobilization and demobilization.

WATER UTILITIES: 79
CUSTOMERS: 1,416,250 (based upon annual reports at year ending 2018)

WASTEWATER UTILITIES: 50 CUSTOMERS: 229,327 (based upon annual reports at year
ending 2018)

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated with
compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required. Explain
how the dollar estimates were derived.

Local governments will not be affected by the proposed revision of the Commission’s regulations on
LSLRs and DWSL replacements and are not expected to incur costs or realize savings, except to the
extent that a municipal corpomtion. as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. § 102, provides water or wastewater
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service beyond its corporate limits. The costs to municipal corporations are estimated to be comparable
to the costs identified herein for otherjurisdictional water and wastewater utilities.

(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with the
implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures which may
be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

The Commission, which regulates jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities, as well as the additional
entities identified in the proposed regulation, will be affected and will incur additional operational costs
as entities submit LSLR Programs and Plans and DWSL replacement Programs and Plans for
Commission approval. Such costs will be borne by water and wastewater utilities and customer through
assessments under 66 Pa.C.S. § 510 (relating to assessment for regulatory expense upon public utilities).
The Commission, however, does not anticipate a need to increase its complement of employees to
implement the proposed regulation.

(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(21) above, submit a statement of legal,
accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other paperwork,
including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the regulation and an
explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

No additional legal, accounting, or consulting procedures should be required for the implementation of
the proposed regulation. It is anticipated that certain other actions may need to be taken, such as the
reallocation of staff time to process LSLR and DWSL replacement Programs and Plans.

(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?

No.

(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here. If
your agency uses eLectronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.

(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state government
for the current year and five subsequent years.

In the September 17, 2020 Order initiating this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the Commission
solicited submission of cost-related data as well as research and other information utilized in cost
analyses for LSLR and DWSL Projects. Thus, the Commission will know more about potential costs to
the regulated community after the receipt of Comments and Reply Comments.

Current FY FY +1 FY +2 FY +3 FY +4 FY +5
Year Year Year Year Year Year

SAVINGS; $ $ $ $ $ $
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Regulated Community Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be
estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated

Local Government Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be
estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated

State Government See above,
Nos. 2 1-22

Total Savings N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

COSTS:
Regulated Community See above,

No. 23
Local Government Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be

estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated
State Government See above,

Nos.21-22
Total Costs Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be Cannot be

estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated estimated

RE’ENUE LOSSES:
Regulated Community SO SO SO SO SO SO

Local Government SO SO SO SO SO SO

State Government 50 SO SO SO SO SO

Total Revenue Losses SO SO $0 SO $0 SO

(23a) Provide the past three year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.

Certain jurisdictional water utilities have begun replacing LSLs and wiLl be required to modi’ their
programs pursuant to the Section 65.61 of the proposed regulation.

Program FY-3 FY-2 FY-I Current FV

(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of
the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement that includes the
following:

(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting, recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for compliance

with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation
of the report or record.

(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the purpose of

the proposed regulation.
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As detailed above, in the September 17, 2020 Order initiating the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the
Commission soLicited submission of cost-related data as well as research and other information utilized
in cost analyses for LSLR and DWSL Projects. Thus, the Commission will have more information
regarding potential costs to the regulated community that meets the definition of a small business after
the receipt of Comments and Reply Comments. For the long-term safety of utility customers, however,
the removal of LSLs and DWSLs is in the public interest

(25) List any special provisions which have been developed to meet the particular needs of affected
groups or persons including, but not limited to, minorities, the elderly, small businesses, and farmers.

To the extent that the proposed regulation may impact small businesses, the regulation takes into
account the size ofjurisdictional water and wastewater utilities. For example, the proposed regulation at
52 Pa. Code Chapter 65 provides additional time for Class B and C public utilities to file a LSLR
Program with the Commission and replace LSLs, e.g. one year or two years for LSLR Programs
respectively, and 25 years or 30 years for replacements respectively. This regulation and the proposed
regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 66 also make certain requirements applicable only to larger
jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities, including the requirement to establish certain website
components as part of the LSLR and DWSL Plans.

(26) Include a description of any alternative regulatory provisions which have been considered and
rejected and a statement that the least burdensome acceptable alternative has been selected.

No alternative regulatory provisions have been considered and rejected.

(27) In conducting a regulatory flexibility analysis, explain whether regulatory methods were considered
that will minimize any adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory
Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), including:

a) The establishment of less stringent compliance or reporting requirements for small businesses;
b) The establishment of less stringent schedules or deadlines for compliance or reporting

requirements for small businesses;
c) The consolidation or simplification of compliance or reporting requirements for small

businesses;
d) The establishment of performance standards for small businesses to replace design or

operational standards required in the regulation; and
e) The exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the requirements contained in the

regulation.

The proposed regulation sets forth less stringent schedules and deadlines for small businesses. As noted
in No. 25, the regulation at 52 Pa. Code Chapter 65 provides additional time for Class B and C public
utilities to file a LSLR Program with the Commission and replace LSLs. This regulation and the
proposed regulation at 52 Pa, Code Chapter 66 also impose lesser requirements on Class B and C
utilities. As noted in No. 25, Class B and C public utilities are exempt from the requirement to establish
certain website components as part of the LSLR and DWSL Plans.
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Smaller entities, however, are subject to many of the same requirements as larger entities so that all
customers benefit from removal of LSLs and elimination of lead as well as the replacement of DWSLs
and remediation of wastewater problems, opposed to only customers of larger entities.

(28) If data is the basis for this regulation, please provide a description of the data, explain in detail how
the data was obtained, and how it meets the acceptability standard for empirical, replicable and testable
data that is supported by documentation, statistics, reports, studies or research. Please submit data or
supporting materials with the regulatory package. If the material exceeds 50 pages, please provide it in
a searchable electronic format or provide a list of citations and internet links that, where possible, can be
accessed in a searchable format in lieu of the actual material. If other data was considered but not used,
please explain why that data was determined not to be acceptable.

Specific empirical data is not the basis for the proposed regulation.
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(29) Include a schedule for review of the regulation including:

A. The length of the public comment period: 60 days

B. The date or dates on which any public meetings or hearings
will be held: None

C. The expected date of deliven’ of the final-form regulation: 3R1 Ouarter of 2021

D. The expected effective date of the final-form regulation: Upon publication as final

E. The expected date by which compliance with the final-form
regulation will be required: Upon publication as final

F. The expected date by which required permits, licenses or other
approvals must be obtained: None required

(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations after its
implementation.

After filing, the Commission will review and approve each LSLR or DWSL Program and LSLR or
DWSL Plan. Thereafter, a LSLR or DWSL Program will be subject to review in all future base rate
cases. A jurisdictional water or wastewater utility will also be required to file an annual LSLR or
DWSL Program Report with the Commission that details its annual activities with respect to LSL and
DSWL replacements, and to update its LSLR or DWSL Plan at least once every’ five years to reflect
changes in its financial and operational demands, Based on that filing, the Commission will evaluate
whether the jurisdictional water or wastewater utility has complied with its LSLR or DWSL Plan,
whether changes should be made to improve or maintain the LSLR or DWSL Program, and whether the
updated LSLR or DWSL Plan is consistent with its LSLR or DWSL Program. Through these
mechanisms, the Commission will monitor the effectiveness of the proposed regulation.

The Commission will also monitor the effectiveness of the regulation via the filing of complaints.
Under the Public Utility Code, the Commission has authority over complaints filed with respect to the
service and facilities ofjurisdictional water and wastewater utilities. Sec 66 Pa.C.S. § 701, 1505.
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procedure.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
L-2020-3019521

PROPOSED RULEMAKING

Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018

52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and 66

Act 120 of 2018 (Act 120) amended the Public Utility Code at 66 Pa. C.S. § 1311(b), by

addressing the replacement of lead service lines (LSL) and damaged wastewater service laterals

(DWSL) and the recovery of associated costs. On September 17, 2020, the Commission initiated

a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking where it proposes the establishment of a comprehensive

program, which requires Commission approval, focused on removing all LSLs from the

distribution system ofajurisdictional water utility. Among other things, this program will

require each jurisdictional water utility to complete a service line inventory and outline the

communications, outreach, and education steps it will take to inform customers of the harmful

effects of LSLs and its plan to remove them. The proposed regulation also bans the installation

of partial LSL replacements and states that a partial replacement by a property owner or bill-

paying customer will lead to termination of service until the jurisdictional water utility replaces

its LSL.

Separately, the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking establishes a new chapter to address

wastewater service, Chapter 66, and specifically develops regulations to address DWSLs. The

Commission proposes regulations establishing the standard under which a jurisdictional

wastewater utility may seek to replace, rehabilitate, or repair DWSLs either in conjunction with

scheduled main replacement projects or as separate efforts to improve system reliability,

efficiency, and service quality in known problem areas. Among other things, the proposed

regulation directs ajurisdictional wastewater utility to provide clear demarcation between

customer-owned and company-owned service laterals and seeks to eliminate unpermitted

connections to its wastewater systems when discovered.

The contact persons for this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking are Assistant Counsel

Cohn W. Scott, (717) 783-5949, cpW fl np Hayley E. Dunn, (717) 214-9594,

J11ush1110:ccppgsiy, and Rhonda L. Daviston, (717) 787-6166, rthivis(oncipa.gov in the Law

Bureau, and Fixed Utility Valuation Engineer MatthewT. Lamb, (717) 783-1001,

mhunbupjiuov in the Bureau of Technical Utility Services.



PENNSYLVANIA
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265

Public Meeting held September 17, 2020
Commissioners Present:

Gladys Brown Dutrieuille, Chairman
David W. Sweet, Vice Chairman. Statement
John F. Coleman, Jr.
Ralph V. Yanora

Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 Docket No. L-2020-3019521
at 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and 66

NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

Act 120 of 2018 (Act 120) amended the Public Utility Code at 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 1311(b), by addressing the replacement of lead service lines (LSL) and damaged

wastewater service laterals (DWSL) and the recovery of associated costs. In order to

implement Act 120, the Public Utility Commission (Commission) proposes to modify our

regulations at Title 52, 52 Pa Code § § 1.1, et seq. In particular, we propose to expand

Chapter 65 and establish a new Chapter 66. First, we will designate the existing

regulations addressing water service in Chapter 65 as Subchapter A. Service Generally,”

while we set forth new regulations as Subchapter B. “Lead Service Line Replacements.”

Then, we will create a new Chapter 66 addressing wastewater service, which sets aside

Subchapter A, “Service Generally.” for future use and establishes new regulations as

Subchapter B. “Damaged Wastewater Service Laterals.” The proposed regulations are

attached hereto as Annexes A and B. The Commission seeks comments from all

interested parties on these Annexes and any other pertinent changes to our regulations.



BACKGROUND

On October 24, 2018, Governor Wolf signed Act 120 into law, thereby amending

the Public Utility Code at 66 Pa. C.S. § 1311(b) to address the accelerated replacement of

customer-owned LSLs and DWSLs. Act 120 sets forth a uniform, minimum standard

under which public utilities may seek to replace LSLs and DWSLs and recover the costs

associated with replacement.

Prior to the passage of Act 120, the Commission and regulated water and

wastewater utilities were actively addressing the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs. On

March 8,2017, for instance, the Commission approved The York Water Company’s

(York Water) proposal to replace LSLs in their sen’ice territory. See Petition of The York

Water Company, Docket No. P-2019-2577404 (Order entered March 8,2017).

Nonetheless, Act 120 served to clarify certain legal issues that the Commission, water

utilities, and wastewater utilities identified during the course of such proceedings.

On December 23, 2018, when Act 120 became effective, the Commission was in

the process of adjudicating Pennsylvania American Water Company’s (PAWC) proposal

regarding customer-owned LSLs. In response to Act 120, the Commission remanded

the proceeding to the Office of Administrative Law Judge instructing the parties to

evaluate the proposal under the new requirements of Act 120 and supplement the record

to achieve compliance with 66 Pa. C.S. § 13 11(b). See Petition ofPennwhvnia

American Water Company, Docket No. P-20 17-2606100 (Order entered January 4,

2019). On July 17, 2019, the Parties filed a Joint Petition for Settlement on Remand

(Joint Settlement), which addressed many issues in accordance with 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 1311(b). The parties ackxrnwledged and the Commission determined, however, that

several issues implicated by Act 120 remain unresolved and required more generic

guidance for future proceedings. See Joint Settlement ¶ 23, 41.
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Accordingly, on October 3,2019, Chairman Gladys Brown Dutrieuille and

Commissioner John F. Coleman, Jr. issued a Joint Motion directing Commission staff to

initiate a further examination of Act 120. Implementation ofAct 120 of2018. Docket No.

M-2019-3013286 (Joint Motion issued October 3, 2019). The Joint Motion instructed the

Commission’s Bureau of Technical Utility Services (TUS) and Law Bureau to develop

recommendations for additional parameters for the replacement of LSLs and DWSLs,

especially as part of the LTIIP and the Distribution System Improvement Charge (DSIC).

In particular, the Joint Motion directed (I) the entry of an Order consistent with the Joint

Motion, (2) the transmission of directed questions to interested stakeholders within 30

days, (3) the assembly of a working group, and (4) the submission of a written staff

recommendation to the Commission by March 31, 2020.

Consistent with the Joint Motion, on October 24, 2019, the Commission sent a

Secretarial Letter accompanied by directed questions to interested stakeholders for

comment on the replacement of LSLs and DWSLS, including parameters for planning

and reporting, communication, replacements, refusals, 66 Pa. C.S. § 1311(b), and rates.

Implementation fAct 120 of2018, Docket No. M-2019-3013286 (Secretarial Letter

issued October 24, 2019). The Secretarial Letter directed the filing of comments by

November 22. 2019. The Secretarial Letter also scheduled a working group meeting to

convene on December 19, 2019. Notice of the meeting was published in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin on November 2,2019. See 49 Pa.B. 6652.

On November 1,2019, the Commission issued an Order in accordance with the

Joint Motion. hnplenentation ofAct 120 of2018, Docket No. M-2019-3013286 (Order

On November 15, 2019, Aqua Pennsylvania Water, Inc. (Aqua) requested that the Commission extend
the period for comments in response to the directed questions to December 9,2019. Suez Water
Pennsylvania, Inc. (Suez) and the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) filed letters in support of Aqua’s
request on November 15, 2019, and November 18, 2019, respectively. On November 19, 2019, the
Commission denied Aqua’s request in light of the impending December 19,2019 working group meeting.
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entered November 1, 2019) (November 1, 2019 Implementation Order). The Order

reiterated the steps to be taken by staff to conduct a further examination of Act 120.

On November 19, 2020, the County of Northampton (Northampton County)

filed with the Commission comments in response to the October 24, 2019 directed

questions. On November 21, 2019, Pennsylvania-American Water Company (PAWC)

filed comments. On November 22, 2019, the following stakeholders also filed comments

in response to the directed questions: the Coalition for Affordable Utility Service and

Energy (CAUSE-PA), Green & Healthy Homes Initiative (GHHI), and Pittsburgh United

(UNITED) collectively; the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC); the Office of

Consumer Advocate (OCA); Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc. (Aqua); Suez Water Pennsylvania,

Inc. (SUEZ); the Office of Small Business Advocate (OSBA); Pittsburgh Water and

Sewer Authority (PWSA); and Columbia Water Company (Columbia Water).

On December 3,2019, the Commission issued a Secretarial Letter containing

further details regarding the working group meeting and noted that stakeholders may

submit reply comments by January 16, 2020. Implementation ofAct 120 of2018, Docket

No. M-2019-3013286 (Secretarial Letter issued December 3,2019).

The working group meeting convened on December 19, 2019. The following

stakeholders attended the meeting: Northampton County; PAWC; CAUSE-PA; GHHI;

the NRDC; the OCA; Aqua; SUEZ: the OSBA; PWSA; Columbia Water; PENNVEST;

the Public Utility Law Project (PULP); the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement

(BI&E); and York Water. The three-hour working group meeting started with a

presentation by TUS staff, including questions for the utilities and other entities in

attendance, followed by an open dialogue regarding the replacement of LSLs and

DWSLs as it pertains to planning and reporting, communication, replacements, refusals,

66 Pa. C. S. § 1311(b), and rates. TUS staff encouraged the filing of reply comments as a

means to further respond to matters raised during the working group meeting. On
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January 16, 2019, the Commission received reply comments from CAUSE-PA, GHHI,

UNITED, and the NRDC collectively; the OSBA; and PWSA.

On March 31, 2020, in consideration of the comments filed in response to the

directed questions, the working group meeting, and the reply comments filed thereafter,

TUS and Law Bureau staff submitted to the Commission a confidential Staff Report

detailing their recommendations regarding additional parameters for the replacement of

LSLs and DWSLs. Pursuant to the Commission’s November 1, 2019 Implementation

Order, the Staff Report addressed proposed requirements for planning and reporting,

communication, replacements, refusals, 66 Pa. C.S. § 13 11(b), and rates. The Staff

Report also addressed options for implementation such as orders, policy statements,

and rulemakings. Upon consideration of the Staff Report, the Commission hereby

proceeds with this Notice of proposed Rulemaking Order and the proposed regulations in

Annexes A and B.

DISCUSS LON

Given the health hazards associated with lead, the Commission is at a vital

juncture to coordinate with jurisdictional water utilities to take significant action to

combat and eliminate the adverse effects of lead exposure by requiring the removal of all

LSLs. It is well-established that lead is a cumulative poison in humans and is known to

cause serious health problems.2 Injury from lead poisoning is permanent and irreversible.

Lead poisoning is a preventable environmental health hazard and, if not addressed,

affects customers regardless of race, ethnicity. or socioeconomic status.

The Commission likewise has the opportunity to empower jurisdictional

wastewater utilities to replace DWSLs in limited situations where the costs will prudently

benefit and improve system reliability, efficiency, and service quality in known problem

2 Salvujo, P.E., DEE, Joseph A., Emn’iromnental Engineerimig and Sanitation, Fourth Edition, p. 46,
New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1992.
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areas. Wastewater service laterals are typically small-diameter pipes of various material

types that convey flow from homes or businesses to a collection system by gravity or by

pressure, depending on local site conditions and system characteristics. Service laterals

are an integral component of wastewater collection systems and are susceptible to

damage by natural material deterioration, tree roots, surface activities, or excavation.

DWSLs may create serious environmental and health hazards due to the inherently

deleterious composition of wastewater.3

In order to address the critical issues presented by LSLs and DWSLs, Act 120

establishes a standard under which public utilities may seek to replace LSLs and DWSLs

and recover costs associated with replacement. Act 120 provides for, inter cilia, the

replacement of LSLs and DWSLs under a Commission-approved program and directs the

Commission to establish certain standards, processes, and procedures by regulation. See

66 Pa.C.S. § 131 1(b)(2)(i)-(vii).

In addition to the authority conferred upon the Commission by Act 120 to address

the removal of LSLs and DWSLs, we note that, pursuant to Section 1501 of the Public

Utility Code, 66 Pa. CS. § 1501, utilities have an affirmative duty to “furnish and

maintain adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable service and facilities, and make all such

repairs, changes, alterations, substitutions, extensions, and improvements in or to such

service and facilities as may be necessary or proper for the accommodation, convenience

and safety of the utility’s customers and the plLblic.” In this regard, Section 102, 66 Pa.

C.S. § 102. broadly defines the term “service” to include a wide range of actions, and this

DWSLs may cause wastewater to backup into a customer’s home or discharge into the environment and
may become a source of 1&1, contributing to hydraulically overloaded conditions within portions of a
wastewater collection system or at a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). l&1 adds to the flow entering
the collection system and being treated at the WWTP, reducing capacity and, in extreme cases, may be
the largest contributing factor to hazardous overflows.
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statutory definition has been broadly construed by the Commission and the courts.

Country Place Waste Treatment Co., Inc. v. Pa. PUC, 654 A.2d 72 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1995).

Due to the nature of LSLs and DWSLs, the Commission believes that, unlike the

replacement of LSLs, the replacement of DWSLs will be an ongoing activity undertaken

by jurisdictional wastewater utilities. The replacement of both LSLs and DWSLs,

however, will benefit ratepayers, public utilities, and the environment. The proposed

regulations set forth in Annexes A and B delineate the components of programs for the

replacement of LSLs and DWSLs as described below. The Commission seeks comment

on each specific program component as well as the programs as a whole.

Lead Service Line Replacements

First, the Commission proposes to divide Chapter 65, 52 Pa. Code Chapter 65, into

two subchapters. Subchapter A, “Service Generally,” will encompass our existing water

service regulations at 52 Pa. Code § 65.1-65.23. Subchapter B. “Lead Service Line

Replacements.” will encompass our proposed regulations addressing the replacement

of LSLs at 52 Pa. Code § 65.5 1-65.62. While the replacement of LSLs is fundamentally

related to water service, our existing regulations address a distinct range of issues.

Accordingly, it is appropriate to create a separate subchapter for the proposed regulations.

§ 65.51. Purpose.

Section 65.51 of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth the purpose of

Subchapter B, that is, to implement Act 120 governing the standard under which an

entity, as defined in Section 65.52, may seek to replace LSLs and recover associated

costs. See 66 Pa. CS. § 1311(b). Act 120 provides for the recovery of costs related to

lead service line replacements (LSLRs) performed concurrent with a scheduled utility

main replacement project or “under a commission-approved program.” 66 Pa. CS.

§ 131 1(b)(2)(i). To facilitate the replacement of LSLs, the Commission proposes

establishing a comprehensive program focused on removing all LSLs from an entity’s
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distribution system. The program will require, inter a/ia, that Class A public utilities1

and authorities undertake replacement efforts separate from those performed in

conjunction with its scheduled main replacement projects to ensure the balanced, yet

expeditious removal of LSLs from the public water distribution system. The program

will also require Class B public utilities, Class C public utilities, and other entities to

group and schedule replacements to optimize the use of financial, technical, and

managerial resources. Subchapter B establishes the time, manner, form, and content of

filings for Commission approval of the requisite program as well as requirements for the

replacement of LSLs.

§ 65.52. Definitions.

Section 65.52 of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth general

definitions pertinent to our regulation of the replacement of LSLs. We define “lead

service line” consistent with Act 120 for purposes of continuity. See 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 1311 (b)(5). We also explain the meaning of a “LSLR” and distinguish a “LSLR

Program” from a ‘LSLR Plan.” A LSLR Program is a program submitted to and

approved by the Commission for the replacement of LSLs, while a LSL Plan is one

component of the LSLR Program that specifies how the program will be implemented.

To clarify the parameters of LSLRs, we define terms like LSLR Project” and “LSLR

Project Area.” We further incorporate by reference terms found in other chapters of our

regulations, like “LTI1P’ in Chapter 121, to ensure consistency throughout Title 52.

Of particular importance, among the definitions in Section 65.52 is the term

“entity,” which helps to establish the scope of Subchapter B. Entity” refers to (I) a

4 Notwithstanding the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) Uniform
System of Accounts, utility classes are determined, consistent with Commission regulations, based upon
the average annual operating revenue over the last three consecutive years. Class A public utilities have
an average operating revenue of $750,000 or more. Class B public utilities have an average annual
operating revenue of 5150,000 or more, but less than 5750,000. Class C public utilities have an average
operating revenue of less than $150,000. See 52 Pa. Code § 65.16.
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public utility as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 that provides water service, (2) a municipal

corporation as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 that provides water service beyond its

corporate limits, and (3) an authority as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 3201. In this regard, we

note that both a municipal corporation providing water service outside of its corporate

limits and an authority, i.e., PWSA, are regulated in the same manner as a public utility

pursuant to the provisions of the Public Utility Code. See 66 Pa.C.S. § I 102(a)(5),

1301(a), 1501, 3202. The term “entity” is intended to encompass all jurisdictional water

utilities.

The Commission welcomes comments regarding its definition of “entity” to

include a public utility as well as a municipal corporation and an authority similarly

situated to a public utility under the Commission’s jurisdiction. The Commission also

seeks comment regarding its additional proposed definitions.

§ 65.53. Time to replace LSLs.

Section 65.53 of the Commissiorfs proposed regulations establishes that the

requirement to remove and replace LSLs, whether entity-owned or customer-owned,

applies to all entities. Pursuant to Section 65.53, a Class A public utility or an authority

is required to replace all LSLs within or connected to its distribution system within 25

years. A Class B or Class C public utility is required to do the same within 30 years.

Likewise, a municipal corporation providing water service beyond its corporate limits is

required to replace all LSLs within or connected to its distribution system, beyond its

corporate limits, within 30 years. Although entities may be capable of conducting

replacements on an accelerated schedule, the timeframe of 25 to 30 years is intended to,

inter alia. avoid customer rate shock that could occur within a shortened timeframe.

The Commission seeks comment regarding whether the proposed timeframes for

each entity’s removal and replacement of LSLs are reasonable and appropriate given the

various considerations that may impact an entitys ability to conduct LSLRs.
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§ 65.54. Petitioning the Commission for a LSLR Program.

Section 65.54 of the Commission’s proposed regulations effectuates the mandate

of Act 120 that an entity obtain prior approval from the Commission for LSLRS by filing

a new tariff or supplement to its existing tariff under Section 1308 of the Public Utility

Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308(d). See 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 l(b)(2)(v). Section 65.54 requires all

entities to file a LSLR Program petition with the Commission for review and approval.

The LSLR Program petition will vary based on whether the filing entity has a

Commission-approved LTIIP. For an entity with an LTIIP, the Commission believes that

a LSLR Plan should be a separate and distinct component of an entity’s LTIIP, in part

because LSLR Programs are limited in term by nature and entity activities regarding

LSLRs, including prioritization. should be transparent. Therefore, if an entity has a

Commission-approved LTIIP, the entity must file a LSLR Program petition that includes

a modified LTIIP containing a LSLR Plan as a separate and distinct component of the

entity’s LTIIP. If an entity does not have an ETIIP, the entity must file a LSLR Program

petition that includes a LSLR Plan that independently meets the requirements of 52 Pa.

Code § 121.3 (relating to LTIIP).

The Commission invites stakeholders to comment on this approach. The

Commission also seeks comment regarding whether it should direct a shorter notice and

protest period than the 60 days provided in 66 Pa. C.S. § 1308(a). Stakeholders are

reminded that the Commission, for good cause shown, may allow changes in rates

without requiring 60-days’ notice. 66 Pa. C.S. § 1308(a).

§ 65.55. LSLR Program requirements.

Section 65.55 of the Commission’s proposed regulations first sets forth the time

for establishing and filing a LSLR Program. The Commission will require a Class A

public utility or an authority to file a LSLR Program within one year of the effective date

of the promulgated regulations, while a Class B or C public utility or a municipal
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corporation will be required to file a LSLR Program within two years from the effective

date of our promulgated regulations. Entities that received prior Commission approval to

perform LSLR activities, however, will be treated according to Section 65.61 below.

Section 66.55 also identifies, generally, the components of a LSLR Program:

(1) a LSLR Plan as described in Section 65.56; (2) aprofornza tariff or tariff supplement

containing proposed changes necessary to implement the entity’s LSLR Program as

described in Section 65.58; and (3) other information required by the Commission for

filings under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308, including statements required by 52 Pa. Code § 53.52(a)

(relating to applicability; public utilities other than canal, turnpike, tunnel, bridge and

wharf companies). These requirements are discussed in the sections below.

Section 65.55 further specifies the approval process following submission of a

LSLR Program. A final Order by the Commission will direct necessary revisions and

resubmission of the entity’spro forma tariff or tariff supplement pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S.

§ 1308 (relating to voluntary changes in rates). After Commission-approval of a LSLR

Program, an entity’s LSLR Program will be subject to review in all future base rate cases.

The Commission seeks stakeholder comment on the timeframe for establishing

and filing a LSLR Program and the components of a LSLR Program.

§ 65.56. LSLR Plan requirements.

Section 65.56 of the Commission’s proposed regulations outlines the components

of a LSLR Plan: service line inventory; planning and replacements; and communications,

outreach, and education. The requirements of each component of a LSLR Plan are set

forth in Subsections 65.56(a), (b), and (c) respectively. Due to the critical nature of these

LSLR Plan components, we discuss each Subsection in detail below.
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§ 65.56(a). Service Line Inventory.

Subsection 65.56(a) of the Commission’s proposed regulations specifies the

timeframe for an entity to complete an inventory identifying the material, composition,

diameter, and location of each service line connected to its water distribution

systems. The Commission will require a Class A public utility, an authority, or a

municipal corporation to complete a Service Line Inventory within 60 months of the

filing date of a LSLR Program, while a Class B or C public utility will be required to

complete a Service Line Inventory within 36 months of the filing date of a LSLR

Program. For municipal corporations. the Service Line Inventory need only address

service lines beyond its corporate limits. The Commission will also require entities that

acquire a water distribution system to complete a Service Line Inventory of that system

within 36 months of the acquisition.

Additionally, Subsection 65.56(a) sets forth the requirements of a Service Line

Inventory, including that the inventory must be grouped by material type and diameter

and detail any lead components. A Service Line Inventory must also include a projection

of the annual number of service lines an entity will inventory along with the methods by

which it will identi& material types. We note that various methods may be used,

including: review of tap cards; building permit records and other historical information;

curb stop inspections with cameras; traditional or hydro excavations; interior pipe

inspections upstream of the water meter; customer service line material testing kits; and

predictive machine learning modeling.

Further, an entity will report the status of its Service Line Inventory as part of its

annual LSLR Program Report, which is required by Section 65.59. After an entity

completes its Service Line Inventory, it will add the inventory to its next LSLR Plan

update required by Section 65.57.
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The Commission seeks comment from interested stakeholders on the timeframes

for entities to complete a Service Line Inventory. The Commission also seeks comment

regarding the cost of completing the Service Line Inventory. The Commission

encourages the submission of cost-related data, research, and other information used in

cost analyses for such projects. Additionally, the Commission invites comment on the

methods by which entities will identib’ material type and complete the inventory process.

§ 65.57(b). Planning and replacements.

Subsection 65.57(b) of the Commissio&s proposed regulations sets forth the

minimum requirements for the portion of a LSLR Plan that addresses planning and

replacements. This subsection requires an entity lo submit with its LSLR Plan

information regarding the entity’s LSLR criteria, processes, and procedures. The entity

will provide, liz/er cilia, its projected annual investment in LSLRs, the anticipated number

of LSLRs per year, the criteria used in its LSLR schedule, its lead and material recycling

and disposal efforts, and the construction practices to be used in LSLRs. The entity will

also address how acquisitions will be integrated into its LSLR efforts with the

understanding that it should not re-prioritize existing LSLRS in separate service areas.

Further, the entity vill detail its procedures for emergency repairs or replacements that

reveal LSLs.

Importantly, Subsection 56.56(b) also requires an entity to detail its customer

procedures based on acceptance, refusal, or failure to accept, the entity’s offer to conduct

a LSLR. As it pertains to customer acceptance, the entity must provide with its LSLR

Plan a sample consent agreement form and describe its process for LSLRs under normal

and atypical conditions. The entity must also provide coordination with the customer

during the LSLR installation, and during the closeout of the LSLR. With regard to

customer refusals or failure to accept, the entity must address how it will inform the

customers that health hazards are associated with LSLs, that the customer must replace

the LSL within one year of commencement of the entity’s LSLR Project to be eligible for
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reimbursement, and that failure to allow the entity to complete the LSLR, or failure of the

customer to replace the customer-owned LSL concurrent with the entity replacing the

entity-owned LSL. will lead to termination of service in accordance with the entity’s

tariff.

The Commission seeks comment regarding the planning and replacement

requirements of a LSLR Plan. In particular, the Commission encourages stakeholders to

comment on the procedures for customer acceptance or refusal of a LSLR.

§ 65.56(c). Communications, outreach, and education.

Subsection 65.56(c) of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires an entity

to outline the communications, outreach, and education steps it will take to inform

customers of the harmful effects of LSLs and the entity’s plan to remove LSLs. The

Commission will require an entity to, inter a/ia, detail how it will prioritize LSLR efforts

to target certain higher-risk areas, engage advisory committees, coordinate with officials

and the community, provide information on lead to customers, and provide copies of

LSLR documents to customers.5 An entity will provide, with its LSLR Plan, copies of all

printed and broadcast material to be distributed to customers.

The Commission also proposes a requirement for a Class A public utility or an

authority to develop a LSLR Program section on its website, including a tool describing

the replacement schedule, a secure tool providing customers the ability to determine

whether their property may be eligible for a reimbursement, and a secure map providing

customers the ability to determine whether their property has a LSL. The Commission

also proposes that the LSLR Program section of a website include information and

The Commission notes that entities will receive design and permit documents regarding replacements
through the LSLR process. We believe that entities must make a good faith effort to provide customers
with relevant LSLR documents. At the same time, however, the Commission recognizes that entities are
not required to share with customers information that constitutes a security risk to utility infrastructure.
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resources relating to health risks associated with lead and LSLs, the status of current

efforts to replace LSLs, community meetings, and advisory committees.

The Commission invites comment regarding the communication, outreach, and

education requirements of a LSLR Plan. In particular, the Commission seeks comment

regarding types of documents that should be provided to customers and whether certain

entities should be required to create a LSLR Program section of their website.

§ 65.57. Periodic review of LSLR Plan.

Section 65.57 of the Commissions proposed regulations requires that, after initial

approval of a LSLR Plan, an entity must update its LSLR Plan at least once every five

years. As an entity better understands the financial and operational requirements of its

LSLR Program, and as financial and operational demands change overtime, the entity

will update its LSLR Plan accordingly. The Commission will review the LSLR Plan of

an entity with an LTIIP as part of the typical LTIEP review and renewal process. Other

LSLR Plans will undergo a similar periodic review outside of the LTIIP process. Section

65.57 addresses, generally, the focus of the Commission’s review of LSLR Plans. We

note that the Commission will use the comment process to aid in our periodic review.

The Commission invites comment regarding its proposals for the revision and

review of an entitys LSLR Plan.

§ 65.58. Pro fornza tariff or tariff supplement requirements.

Section 65.58 of the Commission’s proposed regulations addresses the minimum

requirements, in addition to proposed changes necessary to implement a LSLR Program,

that must be contained in an entitv’sprofornza tariff or tariff supplement. These

requirements include: (1) the LSLR Program annua’ cap; (2) service line demarcation; (3)

partial LSLRs; (4) reimbursements; and (5) warranty. These requirements are set forth in
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detail in Subsections 65.58(a). (b), (c), (d) and (e), respectively. Due to the critical nature

of these tariff requirements, we discuss each Subsection in detail below.

§ 65.58(a). LSLR Program annual cap.

Subsection 65.58(a) of the Commission’s proposed regulations effectuates the

mandate of Act 120 that “a new tariff or supplement to an existing tariff approved by the

commission. . . shall include a cap on the maximum number of customer-owned lead

water services lines . . . that can be replaced annually.” 66 Pa. C.S. § 1311 (b)(2)(vi).

Subsection 65.58(a) requires that an entity’s pro forum tariff or tariff supplement set forth

a cap on the number of LSLRs completed per year.

The Commission seeks stakeholder comment regarding the manner in which an

entity’ should develop its LSLR Program annual cap.

§ 65.58(b). Service line demarcation.

Subsection 65.58(b) of the Commission’s regulations requires that an entiW’s

pro forum tariff or tariff supplement distinguish entity-owned and customer-owned LSLs

for purposes of completing LSLRS. A customer-owned LSL, as defined in Section 65.52,

extends from the curb, property line, or entity connection to the water meter or, if the

meter is located outside of the structure or there is no meter, at the first shutoff valve

within the structure. The Commission proposes to allow an entity to install a shutoff

valve, under the provisions of its tariff, as a point of demarcation between a property’s

service line and the interior water distribution piping, if a shutoff valve is not already

located along a specific length of pipe within the structure.

Moreover, Act 120 provides that the customer shall hold legal title to the

replacement water service line.” 66 Pa. CS. § 131 1(b)(2)(i). In this regard, we believe

that LSLRS should resolve historic ownership ambiguities. An entity should own the

portion of the LSLR that is consistent with its tariff An entity should also use the LSLR
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process to perfect its ownership of the portion of the service line located within the

existing right-of-way. Doing so will ensure that the entity can obtain necessary permits

to complete work within the public right-of-way in the ffiture. Further, the requirements

of Subsection 65.58(b) will create consistency among all entities’ LSLR Programs.

We invite comment on Subsection 65.5 8(b). Specifically, the parties should

address where the customer-owned portion of a LSL begins and terminates. The parties

should also address methods of demarcation other than the placement of a shutoff valve.

In addition, the parties should discuss the ownership requirements of Act 120 and how an

entity’s tariff will reflect ownership. See 66 Pa. CS. § 131 l(b)(2)(i). The parties should

comment regarding the use of LSLRs to perfect ownership of service lines within

rights-of-way, including how certain portions of a service line may be transferred from a

customer to an entity, if appropriate. Lastly, the parties are invited to discuss customer

notification requirements when an entity encounters lead water distribution pipes in

internal plumbing during the demarcation of service lines or installation of shutoff valves.

§ 65.58(c). Partial LSLRs.

Section 65.58(c) of the Commissions proposed regulations requires an entity to

include in its pro fonna tariff or tariff supplement provisions to address the issue of

partial LSLRs. In this regard, an entity’s tariff will provide that neither a property owner

nor a bill paying customer may install a partial LSLR and that notification must be made

to an entity prior to replacing the customer-owned LSL so that the entity can concurrently

replace the entity-owned LSL. Section 65.68(c) also requires an entity to specify in its

tariff that partial LSLRs completed by a property owner or a bill paying customer will

lead to termination of service until the entity can replace its LSL. These tariff provisions

work in conjunction with Section 65.62, which is discussed in the corresponding section

below.
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The Commission seeks stakeholder comment regarding these provisions

addressing partial LSLRS in conjunction with the provisions in Section 65.62.

§ 65.58(d). Reimbursements.

Act 120 requires the Commission to establish standards, processes, and procedures

by which an entity ‘viii “[p]rovide a reimbursement to a customer who has replaced the

customer’s lead water service line. . . within one year of commencement of a project in

accordance with a commission-approved tariff.” 66 Pa. CS. § 131 1(b)(2)(vü)(B). As

such, Subsection 65.58(d) of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires an entity to

offer reimbursements to eligible customers who have replaced their LSLs within one year

of commencement of the entity’s LSLR Project within a LSLR Project Area.

In particular, Subsection 65.58(d) requires an entity to set forth in its pro Jbrma

tariff or tariff supplement the method by which the entity will determine whether a

customer is eligible for a reimbursement as well as the amount of the reimbursement.

The Commission will require an entity to make reasonable efforts to assist customers

throughout the reimbursement process and, to the extent possible, make determinations

in favor of the customer when the customer provides reasonable evidence of a LSLR,

such as a paid invoice or verified statement from a contractor.

The Commission seeks comment on the proposed provisions regarding

reimbursements as well as any additional provisions that stakeholders believe may be

required to solidi’ the reimbursement process required by Act 120.

§ 65.58(e). Varrantv.

Act 120 requires the Commission to establish standards, processes, and procedures

by which to ensure that LSLR work is “is accompanied by a warranty of a term that the

commission determines appropriate” and that an entity and its contractor may access the

customer’s property during that term. 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 l(b)(2)(vifl(A). In this regard,
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the Commission proposes that an entity provide a warranty term of not less than two

years. Subsection 65.58(e) of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth several

warranty provisions that must be included in an entity’s tariff, including the maximum

coverage amount under the warranty. Subsection 65.58(e) also requires an entity to

explain any liability that it will have for damages not covered by the warranty.

The Commission invites comment on the proposed warranty term and on whether

the suggested warranty provisions will provide appropriate clarity to customers. The

parties should also comment on LSLR liability, including actions that can be taken to

reduce potential liability for both an entity and a customer. The Commission welcomes

additional proposed warranty provisions with supporting rationales,

§ 65.59. LSLR Program Reports.

Section 65.59 of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires that each entity

with an approved LSLR Program file an annual LSLR Program Report by March 1. If an

entity is implementing its LSLR Plan as part of its LTIIP, the entity will include its LSLR

Program Report as part of its annual asset optimization plan (AAO Plan). See 52 Pa.

Code § 121.6(b)(3) (relating to AAO Plan filings). In its LSLR Program Report, an

entity will detail its annual activities based on 13 metrics identified by the Commission,

including, for example, the number of LSLRs, the average costs of LSLRs, and the

efforts to obtain additional funding.

The Commission seeks stakeholder comment on the 13 metrics proposed as part of

Section 65.59 and whether this information is sufficient for annual reporting purposes.

§ 65.60. Accounting and financial.

Section 65.60 of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth uniform

standards for the accounting treatment of LSLR costs. LSLR costs include expenditures

associated with installing LSLRS, including, but not limited to, design, engineering, and
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construction costs. The Commission proposes to require an entity to record LSLR costs in

compliance with the NARUC uniform system of accounts applicable to the entity, in an

intangible asset account. The Commission notes that a LSLR is a tangible asset owned

by the customer, while the entity owns an intangible asset with a value equal to the

amount of finding it provided.

Additionally, in Section 65.60, the Commission proposes to allow the deferral of

certain income taxes that are not recovered through base rates or the DSIC for accounting

purposes and the deferral of certain expenses that are not recovered through base rates.

We note that prudent and reasonable deferred income taxes will be amortized over a

reasonable period of time with a return on an entity’s investment, whereas other expenses

will be amortized over a reasonable period of time without a return on an entity’s

investment, unless otherwise directed by the Commission.

Further, Act 120 provides that, for purposes of calculating the return of and on an

entity’s prudently incurred cost for LSLRs, the Commission will employ the equity return

rate in Sections l357(b)(2) and (3) of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 1357(b)(2)-(3), which appears to indicate the amortization rate for LSLRs should be the

entity’s permitted equity return rate. 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 l(b)(2)(iii). The Commission

notes, however, that Act 120, simultaneously preserves the full extent of the

Commission’s ratemaking authority. 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 I(b)(3).

The Commission seeks comment regarding LSLR accounting generally, both prior

to and following an entity’s first base rate case where LSLR costs are reviewed.

Stakeholders should address the appropriate mechanisms for tracking and recording

LSLR costs as well as the capitalization of appropriate costs. Stakeholders should also

discuss the applicable rate of return of and on LSLR costs in accordance with accepted

utility ratemaking principles and legal precedent, particularly where LSLR costs are

recovered through rates prior to an entity’s first base rate case where LSLR costs are
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reviewed. Lastly, stakeholders may comment on financial incentives for an entity to

obtain no cost and low-cost sources of funding, including awarding additional return on

equity basis points in certain circumstances.

§ 65.61. Preexisting LSLR activities.

The Commission acknowledges that certain entities have already undertaken

LSLR activities. The Commission notes, however, that consistency among all entities’

LSLR Programs is important. Therefore, Section 65.61 of the Commission’s proposed

regulations requires an entity that is engaged in existing Commission-approved LSLR

activities to submit a LSLR Program that, at a minimum, conforms with the requirements

set forth in Subchapter B. These LSLR Programs will become effective no later than the

filing date of the rates established under the entity’s next base rate case or within two

years of the effective date of these regulations, whichever occurs first.

The Commission seeks comments regarding aligning the existing LSLR activities

of certain entities with the proposed reguLations and the timeframe for doing so.

§ 65.62. Prohibition on Partial LSLRS.

The final section of the Commission’s proposed regulations in Chapter 65,

Section 65.62, prohibits partial LSLRs due to the known dangers of partial LSLRs to the

public health.6 Partial LSLRs result in permanent negative health effects from lead

exposure. See supra, n. 6.

6 Recently, in Imp/cineniation ofChapter 32 oft/ic Pith/ic Utilln Code Regarding Piusbzogh IVater and
Seii’erAuthorin — Stage 1, Docket No. M-2018-2640802 (Order entered June 18, 2020), the Commission
determined that partial LSLRs are not in the public interest and are not consistent with the statutory
requirements of Section 1501 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa. C.S. § 1501. Id. at 93-94. The
Commission noted that “[t]he negative effects of partial service line replacements are well documented in
scientific 1iteratur& and that “[tjhe permanent negative health effects from lead exposure, especially to
uniquely vulnerable populations of developing fetuses, infants and children, is explained in the unrebutted
testimony of [UNITED’s expert witness] Dr. Lanphear.” Id. at 92 (citing March 2020 Order at 117).
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Accordingly, Section 65.62 requires a fUll LSLR in all circumstances, including

when the customer elects to replace the customer-owned LSL and when an entity is under

a Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) directive to replace a

LSL due to a systems action level exceedance of 0.015 mgiL. See 25 Pa. Code

§ 109.1103 (relating to monitoring requirements). We note that, in the latter instance, the

Commissions regulations will work in conjunction with DEP’s directives to require a

full LSLR. Further, as with Subsection 65.58(c), Section 65.62 provides for the

termination of service to a partial LSLR.

Absent a Commission ban on partial LSLRS, a customer could replace the

customer-owned LSLR prior to the replacement of the connected entity-owned LSL.

resulting in a partial LSLR. Likewise, DEP could direct an entity to replace only the

entity-owned portion of a LSL, resulting in a partial LSLR. See 25 Pa. Code

§ 109.1107(d) (relating to system management responsibilities). Thus, prohibiting partial

LSLRs is critical. The provisions prohibiting partial LSLRs will, in conjunction with

Subsection 65.58(c), ensure that the replacement of customer-owned and entity-owned

LSLs occur concurrently and that water service is not provided through partial LSLRS.

The Commission seeks comment regarding the proposal in Section 65.62 to

prohibit partial LSLRS, including the hazards associated with partial LSLs.

Damaged Vastewater Service Laterals

First, in order to facilitate regulations specific to jurisdictional wastewater utilities,

a new chapter addressing wastewater service, Chapter 66, is necessary. In addition to

addressing DWSL replacements, the Commission believes that Chapter 66 is timely in

conjunction with Act 12 of 2016 which amended Chapter 13 of the Public Utility Code,

66 Pa. C.S. § 1329. Section 1329 enables a public utility or other buyer to utilize fair

market valuation when acquiring water and wastewater systems in the Commonwealth

that are owned by a municipal corporation or authority. Ultimately, Section 1329 has
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enabled many jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities to acquire wastewater systems

previously outside the Commission’s purview, bringing these systems under our

jurisdiction. Thus, the number of wastewater facilities and systems under our jurisdiction

is increasing; establishing a separate chapter specific to our regulation of wastewater is

necessary and appropriate. Subchapter A is reserved for general wastewater regulation,

while Subchapter B will address the distinct set of issues relating to DWSL replacements.

§ 66.31. Purpose.

Section 66.31 of the Commission’s regulations sets forth the purpose of

Subchapter B, that is, to implement Act 120 governing the standard under which an

entity, as defined in Section 66.32, may seek to replace, rehabilitate, or repair DWSLs

and recover associated costs. To enable an entity to replace DWSLs either in conjunction

with scheduled main replacement projects or as a separate effort to improve system

reliability, efficiency, and service quality in known problem areas, the Commission

proposes establishing a program outlining optional replacement, rehabilitation and/or

repair of DWSLs (DWSL Program). The Commission recognizes that DWSL Programs

will likely be an ongoing activity undertaken by entities.

§ 66.32. Definitions.

Section 66.32 proposes general definitions for our regulation of wastewater

service as well as specific definitions related to optional DWSL Programs. We

incorporate, by reference, multiple definitions adopted by the DEP to maintain uniformity

and to ensure that any revisions to these definitions are captured, unless the Commission

finds an express, agency-specific reason to not adopt changes. We include definitions for

terms like “combined sewer system.” “hydraulic design capacity,” 1nflow and

infiltration,” “monthly average flow,” “sanitary sewer overflow.” and “wastewater

facilities.” among others.
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Of particular importance among the definitions in Section 66.32 is the term

“entity.” which helps to establish the scope of Subchapter B. “Entity” refers to (1) a

public utility as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 that provides wastewater service, (2) a

municipal corporation as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 102 that provides wastewater service

beyond its corporate limits, and (3) an authority as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. § 3201. In this

regard, we note that both a municipal corporation providing wastewater service outside of

its corporate limits and an authority, i.e., PWSA, are regulated in the same manner as a

public utility pursuant to the provisions of the Public Utility Code. See 66 Pa.C.S. §
I 102(a)(5). 1301(a), 1501, 3202. The term “entity” is intended to encompass all

jurisdictional wastewater utilities.

The Commission also adopts the definition ofwastewater” from 66 Pa.C.S.

Section 102, and definitions for “LTIIP” and “DSIC” from Subsections 1352(a) and

Section 1353 of the Public Utility Code, respectively. Moreover, we define “DWSL

Program,” “DWSL Plan.” ‘DWSL Project,” and “DWSL Project Area,” to clarify

parameters and requirements of entities’ replacement programs.

The Commission recognizes that the term “damaged” can be rather ambiguous and

does not, in and of itself, create a standard of measurement or enable a determinable

criterion for defining the factors for inoperability. The development of a common

understanding and basis for what may be defined as a “damaged wastewater service

lateral” is imperative for consistency in DWSL Programs among utilities. Every service

lateral will develop some degree of damage or reduced functionality over time, typically

due to external means such as subsidence of supporting soil, tree root or other vegetative

material hoop pressure, mechanical loading, building structure settlement, chemical

damage, etc. Cracks or open joints in service laterals do not necessarily rise to the level

of being considered damaged. Service laterals in their entirety may have a range of

defects and may still be able to function properly. Therefore. we propose that “damaged

wastewater service lateral” be defined as “a single area or a combination of several areas.
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acting collectively, identified by visual or other means, along a length of lateral wluch

has or have been determined to significantly impair the intended ftrnction of a wastewater

service lateral to convey wastewater flow to mains and keep inflow’ and infiltration (I&I)

flows, within reason, out of the service lateral.”

Additionally, we note that “damaged wastewater service lateral replacement” is

defined broadly to encompass approved methods under an entity’s DWSL Plan to not

only replace, but also rehabilitate or repair DWSLs. Stakeholders should be cognizant of

this expansive definition of replacements throughout this Order and in Annex B; entities

may propose when these alternatives, still within the scope of DWSL Programs, may be

prudent or appropriate.

The Commission welcomes comments on its definition of “entity” to include

companies and authorities similarly situated to public utilities that are under the

Commission’s jurisdiction. We also invite comment on the definition of”DWSL” as

well as rationales for proposed alternatives. The Commission also seeks comment about

the additional proposed definitions and those defined by the Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Protection and incorporated herein at Section 66.32 of Annex B.

§ 66.33. DWSL Program parameters.

Pursuant to the proposed 52 Pa. Code § 66.33, all entities may file a petition with

the Commission for approval of a DWSL Program to repair, rehabilitate or replace

DWSLs under certain circumstances. Proposed elements of the petition, including the

components of an initial DWSL Plan, are discussed below; however. 66 Pa.C.S.

§ 13l1(b)(2)(v) mandates that an entity obtain prior approval from the Commission for

the replacement of customer-owned DWSLs by filing a new tariff or supplement to

existing tariffs under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308 (relating to voluntary changes in rates).
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Act 120 appears to be purpose driven and not intended to support broad

application of the replacement of any and all DWSLs by an entity, which might abdicate

a customer of the responsibility to maintain his or her service lateral in serviceable

condition. Thus, the Commission proposes to limit approval of DWSL Programs to

instances where the DWSL Programs purpose can be specifically linked to an entitys

efforts to address the following two objectives, which are also included in the proposed

regulation:

1. Excessive 1&I causing, or which is reasonably expected within the next five

years to cause, a hydraulically overloaded condition, wastewater overflows,

and/or additional flow which is prudent for the entity to avoid; or

2. Other design or construction conditions causing, or which are reasonably

expected within the next five years to cause, wastewater overflows.

A Commission-approved DWSL Program is intended to allow entities to prudently invest

in repairing, rehabilitating and/or replacing DWSLS as opposed to the more costly

investment in upsizing other infrastructure to accommodate the increased flows

attributable to 1&I. The amount of entity funding generally should not exceed the cost of

investments the entity could make in its infrastructure to offset 1&I.

The Commission seeks comment on this proposed process for approval of DWSL

Programs.

§ 66.34. Petitioning the Commission for a DWSL Program.

As noted above, DWSL Programs are optional; however, 66 Pa.C. S.

§ 131 l(b)(2)(v) mandates that an entity obtain prior approval from the Commission for

the replacement of customer-owned DWSLs by filing a new tariff or supp’ement to

existing tariffs under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308 (relating to voluntary changes in rates). Section
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66.34 of our proposed regulation describes the process for an entity to petition the

Commission for a DWSL Program.

The DWSL Program petition will vary based on whether the filing entity has a

Commission-approved LTIIP. An entity with a Commission-approved LTIIP must file a

DWSL Program petition that includes a modified LTITP containing a DWSL Plan as a

separate and distinct component of the entity’s LTIIP. An entity that does not have an

approved LTIIP must file a DWSL Program Petition that includes a DWSL Plan that

independently meets the requirements of 52 Pa. Code Section 121.3 (relating to LTIIP).

The Commission invites stakeholders to comment on this approach as well as

whether the Commission should direct a shorter notice and protest period than the

60-days provided in 66 Pa. C.S. 1308(a). Stakeholders are reminded that the

Commission, for good cause shown, may allow’ changes in rates without requiring the 60

days notice. 66 Pa. C.S. § 1308(a).

§ 66.35. DVSL Program requirements.

The Commission’s proposed regulation, at Sections 66.35 identifies, generally, the

components of a DWSL Program: (I) a DWSL Plan; (2) aprofornia tariff or tariff

supplement containing proposed changes necessary to implement the entity’s DWSL

Program; and (3) other information required by the Commission for filings under 66

Pa.C.S. § 1308 (relating to voluntary changes in rates), including statements as required

by 52 Pa. Code § 53.52(a) (relating to applicability; public utilities other than canal,

turnpike, tunnel, bridge and wharf companies).

Section 66.35 further specifies the approval process following submission of a

DWSL Program. A final Order by the Commission will direct necessary revisions and

resubmission of the entity’s proforma tariff or tariff supplement pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S.
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§ 1308. After Commission-approval of a DWSL Program, an entity’s DWSL Program

will be subject to review in all future base rate cases.

The Commission seeks stakeholder comment on the components of a DWSL

Program.

§ 66.36. DWSL Plan requirements.

The Commission’s proposed regulation, at Section 66.36 outlines the components

of a DWSL Plan: (1) planning and replacements; and (2) communications, outreach and

education. Unlike LSLR Plans, an upfront inventory of all service laterals within a

wastewater system is not necessary.

§ 66.36(a). Planning and replacements.

Presumably, entities have general knowledge of the condition of their collection

system, developed by regular cleaning, inspection, and investigation of customer

reporting. The Commission believes this knowledge should be used to create a plan to

prioritize and efficiently address DWSL Project Areas, as defined in Section 66.32. As

part of the proposed regulation, at Subsection 66.36(a), the Commission includes certain

information that entities must provide in the Planning and Replacements portion of their

DWSL Plans. Among other things, these minimum requirements include (1) the

projected annual investment in DWSL replacements with an explanation of the

anticipated sources of financing, (2) the standard to be used to determine whether a

customer’s service lateraL is damaged and is impacting the entity’s system. (3) the

prioritization criteria considered by the entity in developing its DWSL replacement

schedule, and (4) the processes and procedures to be followed based upon a customer’s

acceptance or refusal of a DWSL replacement.

Under a DWSL Plan, an entity will designate portions of its collection systems as

focused areas for DWSL Projects (Project Areas). The Commission proffers that Project
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Areas will be restricted to areas experiencing wastewater overflows or hydraulic

overloading. Entities seeking approval of a DWSL Program will be required to fund

DWSL replacements at a level not less than the net present value of the ffiture avoided

marginal costs the entity would realize from DWSL replacements.

The Commission seeks comment regarding the planning and replacement

requirements of a DWSL Plan. In particular, the Commission encourages stakeholders to

comment on the procedures for customer acceptance or refusal of a replacement.

§ 66.36(b). Communications, outreach, and education.

Subsection 66.36(b) of the proposed regulations requires an entity to outline the

communication, outreach, and education steps it will take to ensure customers are

educated about the impact of DWSLs and the entity’s plan to address DWSL

replacements. An entity’s DWSL Plan will include, among other things, how it will

prioritize DWSL replacement efforts to areas of the entity’s collection system which have

known wastewater overflows, basement backups, or I&I issues, coordinate with officials

and the community, provide information to customers including the steps consumers can

take to find DWSLs, and provide copies of DWSL documents to customers. An entity

will provide with its DWSL Plan copies of all printed and broadcast material to be

distributed to customers.

The Commission also proposes a requirement for a Class A public utility or an

authority to develop a DWSL Program section on their website including tools that

provide customers the ability to determine whether their property is eligible for a

reimbursement and the ability to determine whether the entity’s records reflect that the

customer’s property of record has a DWSL. as well as a copy of any static maps or

graphical representation depicting the entity’s Project Areas, and information and

resources relating to the health risks associated with DWSLs, the status of current efforts

to replace DWSLs, community meetings, and advisory committees.
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The Commission invites comment regarding communication, outreach, and

education requirements of a DWSL Plan. Specifically. the Commission seeks

stakeholder comment regarding the types of documents that should be provided to

customers and whether a Class A public utility or an authority should be required to

develop an easily discoverable, distinct DWSL Program section on their website.

§ 66.37. Periodic review of DWSL Plans.

Section 66.37 of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires that, after initial

approval of a DWSL Plan, an entity must update its DWSL Plan at least once every five

years. As an entity better understands the financial and operational requirements of its

DWSL Program, and as financial and operational demands change over time, the entity

will update its DWSL Plan accordingly. The Commission will review the DWSL Plan of

an entity with an LTIIP as part of the typical LTIIP review and renewal process. Other

DWSL Plans will undergo a similar periodic review outside of the LTIIP process.

Section 66.37 addresses. generally, the focus of the Commission’s review of D\VSL

Plans. Additionally, in Subsection 66.3 7(b), we outline service requirements as well as

how we will permit comments to aid in our periodic review.

The Commission invites comment regarding its proposals for the revision and

review of an entity’s DWSL Plan.

§ 66.38. Pro fbi-nsa tariff or tariff supplement requirements.

Section 66.38 of our proposed regulation addresses elements that must be

contained, including proposed changes necessary to implement a DWSL Program, in an

entity’s pro fonna tariff or tariff supplement. At a minimum, these elements include:

(1) a DWSL Program annual cap; (2) service line demarcation; (3) Frequency of DWSL

replacements; (4) reimbursement, and (5) warranty. These requirements are set forth in

detail in Subsections 66.38(a). (b). (c), (d) and (e), respectively. Due to the critical nature

of these tariff requirements, we discuss each Subsection in detail below.
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§ 66.38(a). DWSL Program annual cap.

Pursuant to 66 Pa.C.S. § 1311 (b)(2)(vi). an entitys pro fonna tariff or tariff

supplement must include a cap on the maximum number of customer-owned DWSLs that

can be replaced annually.

We seek comment on how entities might develop this cap as part of their DWSL

Program and include this information in aprofornza tariff or tariff supplement.

§ 66.38(b). Service line demarcation.

The Commission directs entities to provide clear demarcation between

customer-owned and company-owned service Laterals as well as to require entities to use

the replacement process to perfect their ownership of the portion of service laterals

located within the existing public right-of-way to ensure utilities can obtain necessary

permits to complete work within the public right-of-way in the future. These measures

will create consistency across utilities’ DWSL programs. The Commission proposes to

require each utility to include in its petition for a DWSL Program pro fornia tariff or

tariff supplement a definition that clarifies where the customer-owned portion of a service

lateral begins and terminates. Also, the Commission is proposing to take steps to ensure

that utilities use approved DWSL programs to resolve historic ownership ambiguities.

We invite comment on our proposed regulation at Subsection 66.38(b) and

comment on an entity’s use of the DWSL replacement process to perfect ownership of

service laterals within the public right-of-way. The parties should discuss 66 Pa. C.S.

§ 131 l(b)(2)(i) (relating to method of valuation). Stakeholders should also be mindful of

where existing utility rights-of-way are located. The parties should further address how

entities’ tariffs will reflect ownership.
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§ 66.38(c). Frequency of DWSL replacements.

To meet the objective of limiting DWSL replacements to circumstances where the

costs will reasonably and prudently benefit and improve system reliability, efficiency,

and service quality in specifically identified problem areas, the Commission proposes to

limit the frequency of DWSL replacements as prescribed in the proposed regulation at

Subsection 66.38(c).

The Commission welcomes comment on its proposal regarding the frequency of

DWSL replacements.

§ 66.38(d). Reimbursements.

Act 120 requires the Commission to establish standards, processes, and procedures

by which an entity will “[p]rovide a reimbursement to a customer who has replaced the

customers lead water service line. . . within one year of commencement of a project in

accordance with a commission-approved tariff.” 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 1(b)(2)(vii)(B). As

such, Subsection 66.38(d) of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires an entity to

offer reimbursements to eligible customers who have replaced, rehabilitated, or repaired

DWSLs within one year of commencement of the entity’s DWSL Project within a DWSL

Project Area.

In particular, Subsection 66.38(d) requires an entity to set forth in its pro Jbnna

tariff or tariff supplement the method by which the entity will determine whether a

customer is eligible for a reimbursement as well as the amount of the reimbursement.

The Commission will require an entity to make reasonable efforts to assist customers

throughout the reimbursement process and, to the extent possible, make determinations

in favor of the customer when the customer provides reasonable evidence of a DWSL

replacement, such as a paid invoice or verified statement from a contractor.
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The Commission seeks comment on the proposed provisions regarding

reimbursements as well as any additional provisions that stakeholders believe may be

required to solidify the reimbursement process required by Act 120.

§ 66.38(e). Warranty.

Act 120 requires the Commission to establish standards, processes, and procedures

to ensure that DWSL replacement work is “accompanied by a warranty of a term that the

commission determines appropriate” and that an entity and its contractor may access the

customer’s property during that term. 66 Pa. C.S. § 131 1(b)(2)(vii)(. ). In this regard,

the Commission proposes that an entity provide a warranty term of not less than two

years. Subsection 66.38(e) of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth several

warranty provisions that must be included in an entity’s tariff including the maximum

coverage amount under the warranty. Subsection 66.38(e) also requires an entity to

explain any liability that it will have for damages not covered by the warranty.

The Commission invites comment on the proposed warranty term and on whether

the suggested warranty provisions will provide appropriate clarity to customers. The

parties should also comment on DWSL replacement liability, including actions that can

be taken to reduce potential liability for both an entity and a customer. The Commission

welcomes additional proposed warranty provisions with supporting rationales.

§ 66.39. DVSL Program Reports.

Section 66.39 of the Commission’s proposed regulations requires that each entity

with an approved DWSL Program file an annual DWSL Program Report by March 1,

either on its own or as a distinct element of its AAO Plan, for the preceding year’s

activities, including supporting spreadsheets. The Commission requires. among other

things, the number of DWSLs replaced, the length of DWSLs removed by pipe diameter,

and a breakdown of actual cost of each DWSL replacement.
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The Commission seeks stakeholder comment on the proposed sixteen metrics and

whether this information is sufficient for annual reporting purposes.

§ 66.40. Accounting and financial.

Section 66.40 of the Commission’s proposed regulations sets forth uniform

standards for the accounting treatment of DWSL replacement costs. DWSL replacement

costs include expenditures associated with installing DWSL replacements, including, but

not limited to, design, engineering, and construction costs. The Commission proposes to

require an entity to record DWSL replacement costs in compliance with the NARUC

uniform system of accounts applicable to the entity, in an intangible asset account. The

Commission notes that a DWSL replacement is a tangible asset owned by the customer,

while the entity owns an intangible asset with a value equal to the amount of funding the

entity provided to replace the DWSL.

Additionally, in Section 66.40, the Commission proposes to allow the deferral of

certain income taxes that are not recovered through base rates or the DSIC for accounting

purposes and to allow the deferral of certain expenses that are not recovered through base

rates. We note that prudent and reasonable deferred income taxes will be amortized over

a reasonable period of time with a return on an entity’s investment, whereas other

expenses will be amortized over a reasonable period of time without a return on an

entity’s investment, unless otherwise directed by the Commission.
/

Further, Act 120 provides that, for purposes of calculating the return of and on an

entity’s prudently incurred cost for DWSL replacements, the Commission will employ

the equity return rate in Subsections l357(b)(2) and (3) of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa.

C.S. § 1357(b)(2)-(3) (relating to computation of charge, depreciation calculation), which

appears to indicate the amortization rate for DWSL replacements should be the entity’s

permitted equity return rate. 66 Pa. C.S. § l311(b)(2)(iii). The Commission notes,
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however, that Act 120, simultaneously preserves the frll extent of the Commission’s

ratemaking authority. 66 Pa. CS. § 131 1(b)(3).

The Commission seeks comment regarding DWSL replacement accounting

generally, both prior to and following an entity’s first base rate case where DWSL

replacement costs are reviewed. Stakeholders should address the appropriate

mechanisms for tracking and recording DWSL replacement costs as well as the

capitalization of appropriate costs. Stakeholders should also discuss the applicable rate

of return of and on DWSL costs in accordance with accepted utility ratemaking principles

and legal precedent, particularly where DWSL costs are recovered through rates prior to

an entity’s first base rate case where DWSL costs are reviewed. Lastly. stakeholders may

comment on financial incentives for an entity to obtain no cost and low-cost sources of

funding, including awarding additional return on equity basis points in certain

circumstances.

§ 66.41. Unpermitted connections.

The Commission recommends that DWSL program eligibility be conditioned

upon the elimination of any existing unpermitted connections in compliance with its tariff

provisions. As an example, entities often have tariff provisions that prohibit customers

from connecting roof drains to a service lateraL; however, customers may install such

connections without the entity’s consent or knowledge. Subsection 66.4 1(b) does allow

for the continued use of previously unpermitted connections where other applicable laws,

including the entity’s tariff, makes it peniissible and both the entity’s permission and the

existence of the connection are documented.

The Commission invites comment on its proposal to authorize entities to

disconnect unpermitted connections as prescribed in Section 66.41 and seeks input on

how entities should be required to document connections they allow to remain. Also, the
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Commission seeks comments regarding whether additional permitted connections should

impact the rate a customer pays for wastewater service.

§ 66.42. Competitivc advantage.

As stated above, Act 120 appears to be purpose driven and not intended to be

broadly applied to replace any and all DWSLs by an entity. The Act is not intended to

waive a customer’s responsibility to maintain his or her service lateral in serviceable

condition. The Commission recognizes that DWSL Programs may compete with existing

optional insurance and warranty products that cover DWSL repair, replacement and/or

rehabilitation. Unlike these products, however, customers will likely be required to

subsidize DWSL Programs through wastewater rates. Thus, the Commission proposes

that entities be required to make good faith efforts in structuring DWSL Programs to

prevent competition with these products. DWSL Programs should not disincentivize the

personal accountability of customers. This potential competitive advantage reinforces the

limited scope of circumstances the Commission will use to approve DWSL plans.

The Commission seeks comment on its proposed regulation regarding the potential

for competitive advantage at Section 66.42.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Commission commences the rulemaking

process. The Commission seeks comments from all interested parties regarding the

proposed regulations in Annexes A and B to this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking as well

as regarding the need for any additional provisions addressing the replacement of LSLs

or DWSLs to implement Act 120.

Accordingly, under Sections 501 and 1501 of the Public Utility Code, 66 Pa. CS.

§ 501 and 1501; Sections 201 and 202 of the Act of July 31, 1968, P.L. 769 No. 240,

45 P.S. § 1201-1202, and the regulations promulgated thereunder at 1 Pa. Code § 7.1,
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7.2, and 7.5; Section 204(b) of the Commonwealth Attorneys Act, 71 P.S. § 732.204(b);

Section 745.5 of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5; and Section 612 of the

Administrative Code of 1929, 71 P.S. § 232, and the regulations promulgated thereunder

at 4 Pa. Code § 7.23 1-7.234, we are considering adopting the proposed regulations set

forth in Annexes A and B, attached hereto; THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:

1. That a proposed rulemaking be opened to consider the regulations set forth

in Annexes A and B.

2. That the Law Bureau sha1 submit this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Order and Annexes A and B to the Office of Attorney General for review as to form and

legality and to the Governors Budget Office for review for fiscal impact.

3. That the Law Bureau shall submit this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Order and Annexes A and B for review and comment to the Independent Regulatory

Review Commission and Legislative Standing Committees.

4. That the Law Bureau shall deposit this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Order and Annexes A and B with the Legislative Reference Bureau to be published in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin.

5. That interested parties may submit written comments, via the

Commission’s electronic filing system, referencing Docket No. L-2020-3019521 within

sixty (60) days from the date the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order is published in

the Pennsylvania Bulletin, and reply comments thirty (30) days thereafter. Comments

shall be filed consistent with the Commissiozis July 27, 2020 Secretarial Letter.

Modification to Filing and Service Requirements Emergency Order, Docket No. M-2020-
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3019262 (Secretarial Letter issued July 27, 2020). Pursuant to this Secretarial Letter, all

filings are to be made by e-fihing or by electronic mail. This information can be found on

the Commission’s website at nvw.puc.state.pa.us/efiling/defauIt.aspx.

6. That the Secretary shall serve this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking Order

upon all jurisdictional water and wastewater utilities and the Pennsylvania Chapter of the

National Association of Water Companies; the Office of Consumer Advocate; the Office

of Small Business Advocate; the Commission’s Bureau of Investigation and

Enforcement; and the Department of Environmental Protection.

7. The contact persons for this matter are Assistant Counsel Cohn W. Scott,

(717) 783-5949, cohinscottpa.gov; Hayley E. Dunn, (717) 214-9594, haydunn(?ipa.gov;

and Rhonda L. Daviston, (717) 787-6166, rdaviston(Thpajov in the Law Bureau, and

Fixed Utility Valuation Engineer Matthew T. Lamb, (717) 783-1001, mlamb(pa.gov in

the Bureau of Technical Utility Services.

(SEAL)

ORDER ADOPTED: September 17, 2020

ORDER ENTERED: September 17, 2020

BY THE COMMISSION

Rosemary
Secretary
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ANNEX A
TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
SUBPART C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES

CHAPTER 65. WATER SERVICE
SUBCHAPTER A. SERVICE GENERALLY

* * * * *

SUBCHAPTER B. LEAD SERVICE LINE REPLACEMENTS

65.51. Purpose.

The purpose of this subchapter is to implement 66 Pa.C.S. 1311(b) governing the
standard under which jurisdictional water utilities may seek to replace LSLs and recover
associated costs. This subchapter establishes the time, manner. form. and content of
filings for Commission approval of LSLRS. This subchapter also sets forth the minimum
requirements of LSLRS.

65.52. Definitions.

The following words and terms. when used in this subchapter. have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates othenvise:

AAO plan—Annual aivct optimization plan—The term as defined in 52 Pa. Code 121.2
(relating to definilions).

Customer-owned lead service line — The portion of the lead service line extending from
the curb. property line or entity connection to an entity’s water meter or. if the entity’s
meter is located outside of the structure or water is not metered by the entity. at the first
shutoff valve located within the structure.

E,utv — A public utility as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. 102 (relating to definitions) that
provides water service, a municipal corporation as defined in 66 Pa. C.S. 102 (relating
to definitions) thaE provides water service beyond its corporate limits, and an authority as
defined in 66 Pa. CS. 3201 (relating to definitions).

LSL — Lead service hue — A service line made of lead that connects the water main to a
building inlet and a lead pigtail. gooseneck or other fitting that is connected to the lead
line.

DSJC — Distribution system improvement charge — The term as defined in 52 Pa. Code
121.2 (relating to definitions).
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LSLR — Lead service line replacement — A service line, whether entity-owned or
customer-owned, installed to replace a lead service line.

LSLR Plan — Lead service line renlacement plan — A plan and supporting documents
submitted to and approved by the Commission that specify how an entity intends to
implement its lead service line replacement program.

LSLR Program — Lead sen’ice line replacement proei-am — A program submitted to and
approved by the Commission for the replacement of lead service lines by an entity.

LSLR Program Revori — Lead service line replacement pro eram report — The annual
report. including a plan and supporting documents, providing information for lead service
line replacements completed by an entity under its lead service line replacement program.

LSLR Project — Lead service line replacement project — An entity-scheduled lead service
line replacement activity either in conjunction with main replacements or as part of a lead
service line replacement program.

LSLR Project Area — Lead service line project area — The area served by an entity
located within a one-mile radius of a lead service line replacement project.

LTIIP — Long-term in/i‘astrzicture improvement plan — The term as defined in 52 Pa.
Code 121.2 (relating to definitions).

Partial LSLR - Partial lead service line replacement — A lead service line replacement
that does not replace both the entity-owned and customer-owned portions of a lead
service line.

Service line — The pipe and appurtenances which connect any main to an entity’s water
meter or. if the entity’s water meter is located outside of the structure or the connection is
not metered by the entity. at the first shutoff valve located within the structure.

Service Line Jnventorv — The process of identifying each service line’s material.
composition, diameter, and location.

S 65.53. Time to replace LSLs.

(a) An entity, other than a municipal corporation, shall remove and replace aLl LSLs.
whether entity-owned or customer-owned. within or connected to its water
distribution systems within 25 years from the effective date of this Section for a
Class A public utility or authority, and within 30 years from the effective date of
this Section for a Class B public utility or Class C public utility.
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(b) A municipal corporation providing water service beyond its corporate limits shall
remove and replace all LSLs. within or connected to its distribution systems.
beyond its corporate limits, whether municipal corporation-owned or
customer-owned, within 30 years from the effective date of this Section.

65.54. Petitioning the Commission for a LSLR Program.

(a) An entity shall file a LSLR Program petition in accordance with 52 Pa. Code
65.55(a) with the Commission’s Secretary’s Bureau with copies served upon the

Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, the Office of Consumer Advocate, the
Office of Small Business Advocate, and the parties of record in the entity’s most
recent base rate case. Service is evidenced by a certificate of service filed with the
LSLR Program petition.

(b) An entity that has a Commission-approved LTIIP shall include with its LSLR
Program petition a modified LTIIP containing a LSLR Plan as a separate and
distinct component of the entity’s LTIIP.

(c) An entity that does not have a Commission-approved LTIIP when filing its LSLR
Proxam petition shall include a LSLR Plan meeting the requirements of 52 Pa.
Code 121.3 (relating to LIIIP).

65.55. LSLR Program requirements.

A LSLR Program must comply with the followinE:

(a) A Class A public utility or authority shall file a LSLR Program within one year of
the effective date of this Section. A Class B public utility. Class C public utility.
or municipal corporation shall file a LSLR Program within two years of the
effective date of this Section.

(b) An entity’s LSLR Program must include:

(1) A LSLR Plan as described in 52 Pa. Code 65.56.

(2) A pro forma tariff or tariff supplement containing the proposed changes
necessary to implement the entity’s LSLR Program as described in
52 Pa. Code 65.58.

(3) Information required by the Commission for filings under 66 Pa. C.S.
* 1308 (relating to voluntary changes in rates). including statements
required by 52 Pa. Code * 53.52(a) (relating to applicability: public utilities
other than canal. turnpike. tunnel, bridge and wharf companies).
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(c) A final Commission Order approving an entity’s LSLR Program will direct the
entity to make any necessary revisions to the pro lot-ma tariff or tariff supplement
and resubmit the tariff or tariff supplement pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. 1308 (relating
to voluntary changes in rates).

(d) After initial Commission approval of an entity’s LSLR Program, the LSLR
Program must be subject to review in all future base rate cases. An entity shall
submit any modification to the LSLR Program for review with its base rate case.

S 65.56. LSLR Plan requirements.

An entity’s LSLR Plan must contain, at a minimum:

(a) Service Line Inventory.

(1) A Class A public utility or authority shall complete a Service Line
Inventory within 60 months of the filing date of the public utility or
authority’s LSLR Program. A Class B public utility or Class C public
utility shall complete a Service Line Inventory within 36 months of the
filing date of the public utility’s LSLR Program.

(2) A municipal corporation providing water service beyond its corporate
limits shall complete a Service Line Inventory beyond its corporate limits
within 60 months of the filing date of the municipal corporation’s LSLR
Program.

(3) An entity completing an acquisition of a water distribution system shall
complete a Service Line Inventory of the acquired system within 36 months
of the date of the acquisition.

(4) An entity’s Service Line Inventory must:

(i) Identify the material type of all entity-owned and customer-owned
service lines within and connected to the entity’s distribution system.

(H) Be grouped by material type and diameter.

(Hi) Detail any known or discovered lead components.

Include the entity’s proiection of the annual number of service lines
to be inventoried and the means by which the entity will identify

(iv)
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material types. An entity may utilize several methods to properly
identify material types.

(5) Until inventon’in2 is complete, an entity shall provide detailed information
regarding the progress of its Service Line Inventory as part of its annual
LSLR Program Report under 52 Pa. Code 65.59.

(6) Afier an entity’s Service Line Inventory is complete, it must be
incorporated into the entity’s next LSLR Plan update pursuant to 52 Pa.
Code 65.57.

(b) Planning and replacements. The Plannin2 and Renlacements section of an
entitys LSLR Plan must include:

(1) The entilvs projected annual investment in LSLRs with an explanation of
the entity’s anticipated sources of financing.

(2) The entity’s projected number of LSLRs per calendar year with an
explanation of how the entity’s projection was determined, and a statement
that this number is consistent with the entity’s annual cap on LSLRs

(3) The prioritization criteria considered by the entity when developing its
LSLR schedule.

(4) An explanation of the entity’s processes and procedures to address
emergency repairs or replacements which reveal LSLs.

(5) The entity’s processes and procedures to obtain customer acceptance of a
LSLR prior to commencement of a LSLR Project.

(6) The entity’s processes and procedures based upon a customer’s acceptance
of a LSLR. including:

(i) A consent agreement form by which the customer will authorize the
completion of the LSLR

(ii) A brief description of the entity’s process for LSLRS under normal
conditions and under atypical conditions.

(iii) An explanation of the entity’s process for coordination with the
customer and the information the entity will provide to the customer
throughout the LSLR process.
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(iv) The entity’s process for addressing LSLR completion and/or
closeout with customers.

(7) The entity’s lead/material recycling and disposal efforts, including a
description of what the entity will do with proceeds from recycling and
disposal efforts.

(8) The industry-accepted practices that the entity plans to utilize to replace
entity-owned and customer-owned LSLs.

(9) A detailed explanation of how the entity’s acquisition of water distribution
systems will be integrated into the entity’s efforts to complete LSLRs
throughout its water distribution system and

(10) The procedure for documenting a customer’s refusal of. or failure to accent.
the offer by the entity to replace a LSL. including the entity’s duty to:

(i) Provide to the customer with a complete disclosure of the known
health hazards from the continued use of a LSL.

(H) Inform the customer that reffisal or failure to accept will require the
customer to replace the customer-owned LSL. at the customer’s
expense, within one year of commencement of an entity’s LSLR
Project within a LSLR Proiect Area in order to be eligible for
reimbursement.

(iii) Communicate to the customer that failure to allow the entity to
complete the LSLR or to replace the customer-owned LSL
concurrent with the entity replacing the entity-owned LSL will lead
to termination of water service pursuant to the provisions of the
entity’s tariff.

(c) Communications, outreach, and education. An entity’s LSLR Plan must outline
the entity’s communication, outreach, and education steps to educate customers
about the harmful effects of lead and the entity’s plan to address LSLRs.

(1) An entity’s LSLR Plan must describe, at a minimum, how the entity will:

(i) Prioritize LSLR efforts to target sensitive populations as defined by
the Environmental Protection Agency or Pennsylvania Department
of Environmental Protection, areas with elevated levels of lead in tap
water, areas with high concentrations of LSLs and areas of the
entity’s distribution system which have elevated corrosion rates.
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(ii) Establish, and/or participate in, voluntary lead advisory committees,
either individually or on an industry-wide basis.

(iii) Coordinate LSLR Program efforts with state, county and local
governments and agencies, community organizations and public
works departments.

(iv) Ensure that relevant information will be provided to all bill-paying
customers and persons that receive drinking water from the entity, in
plain language that can be understood by the general public.
including:

(A) An explanation of the health effects of lead in accordance
with the language established by the Environmental
Protection Agency under 40 CFR 141.85(a)(1)(ii) (relating to
health effects of lead).

(B) A notice explaining sources of lead, following the language
established by the Environmental Protection Agency under
40 CFR 141.85(a)(1)(iii) (relating to sources of lead).

(C) A description of steps the consumer may take to reduce lead
exposure, following the language established by the
Environmental Protection Agency under 40 CFR
l41.85(a)(1)(iv) (relating to reducing lead exposure).

(v) Provide customers with copies of as-built drawings or similar
depictions that indicate the location of the LSLR on the property
between the customer’s structure and the curb stop. An entity shall
make a good faith effort to provide customers with relevant
documents associated with the LSLR.

(2) The entity’s LSLR Plan must include copies of all printed and broadcast
material to be distributed under the entity’s LSLR Program.

(3) A Class A public utility or an authority shall develop a LSLR section of the
public utility or authority’s website within 12 months of Commission
approval of its LSLR Program. The website must contain, at a minimum:

(ii An online tool describing the replacement schedule by geographic
location, at least six months into the future.
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______

Information and resources relating to health risks associated with
lead and LSLs, the status of current efforts to replace LSLs.
community meeting, and advisory committees.

65.57. Periodic review of LSLR Plan.

After initial Commission-approval of an entity’s LSLR Plan. the entity shall update the
LSLR Plan for Commission review at least once every five years. The Commission will,
to the extent possible. coordinate the review of the updated LSLR Plan with the periodic
review of an entity’s LTIIP pursuant to 52 Pa. Code S 121.7 (relating to periodic review
of an LTIIP).

(a) The Commission’s review will determine:

(1) If the entity has adhered to its LSLR Plan;

(2) If chances to the entity’s LSLR Plan are necessary to maintain and improve
the efficiency, safety, adequacy, and reliability of its LSLR Program; and

(3) If the updated LSLR Plan is consistent with the parameters of the entity’s
LSLR Prot!ram.

(b) Service of the updated LSLR Plan must be made consistent with the requirements
of 52 Pa. Code 65.54(a). The Commission will issue a Secretarial Letter
establishing a schedule for the submission of comments and reply comments to aid
in its periodic review. If the Commission determines that the entity’s approved
LSLR Plan is no longer sufficient to ensure and maintain efficient safe, adequate.
reliable, and reasonable service, the Commission will direct the entity to revise.
update, or resubmit its LSLR Plan as appropriate.

(ii) Information regarding the reimbursement requirements and a secure
online tool that provides customers the ability to determine whether
they may be eligible for a reimbursement.

(iii) A secure online map that provides customers the ability to determine
whether records reflect that the property has a LSL, delineating the
known or reasonably anticipated material types for the utility-owned
and customer-owned portions of the service line.

(iv)
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65.58. Pro forma tariff or tariff supplement requirements.

An entity’s pro forma tariff or tariff supplement containing proposed chanRes necessary
to implement the entity’s LSLR Program must address, at a minimum:

(a LSLR Program annual cap.

(1) An entity’s pro rornia tariffor tariff supplement must include a cap on the
maximum number of customer-owned LSLs that can be replaced annually.

(b) Service line demarcation.

(1) An entity’s pro forma tariff or tariff supplement must include a definition
for customer-owned lead service line consistent with 52 Pa. Code 65.52.

(2) An entity may specify in its tariff or tariff supplement that, if a shutoff
valve is not located along a specific length of pipe within a structure. the
entity may install a shutoff valve to serve as a point of demarcation
between the property’s service line and the property’s interior water
distribution piping.

(3) An entity shall use the LSLR process to perfect the entity’s ownership of
the portion of the service line located within the then-existing right-of-way
to ensure that the entity can obtain necessary permits.

(c) Partial LSLRs. An entity shall specify as follows in its pro forma tariff or tariff
supplement:

(1) Neither a property owner nor a bill paying customer may install a partial
LSLR. A partial LSLR must result in termination of service until such time
as the entity can replace the entity-owned LSL pursuant to subsection
65.62.

(2) Where a customer elects to renlace the customer-owned LSL. the customer
shall replace the customer-owned LSL concurrent with the entity replacing
the entity-owned LSL. subject to the following:

(1) For a Class A public utility or an authority, the customer shall
provide the public utility or authority at least 90 days’ notice prior to
replacing the customer-owned LSL.

(ii) For a Class B or Class C public utility or a municipal corporation.
the customer shall provide the public utility or municipal corporation
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at least 180 days’ notice prior to replacing the customer-owned
LSLs.

(3) Applicants for water service at a propey where a customer previously
rehsed. or failed to accept, an entity’s offer of a LSLR may not be
permitted to connect to the entity-owned service line until the applicant
verifies the replacement of the customer-owned LSL by providing a paid
invoice from a contractor licensed to perform LSLR work in the
Commonwealth where applicable, or a verified statement from the
contractor attesting to completion of the LSLR.

(d) Reimbursenwnts. An entity shall provide a reimbursement to an eliQible customer
who replaced their LSL within one year of commencement of an entity’s LSLR
Project within a LSLR Project Area.

(1) An entity’s po fbrma tariff or tariff supplement must include lanzuage
explaining its reimbursement terms and conditions which shall contain, at a
minimum:

(i) An explanation of the entity’s method for determining the amount of
reimbursement including any restrictions on reimbursements.

An explanation of the entity’s reimbursement methods. includinE the
forms of payment to be used by the entity to distribute
reimbursements and the length of time by which the utility will issue
a reimbursement for an eligible reimbursement request.

(iii) An explanation of the entity’s method for determining customer
eIiibilitv. providinu that:

(A) Customers located within a LSLR Project Area are eligible
for a reimbursement of LSLR expenses up to 125% of the
average cost the entity would have incurred to perform the
replacement of a similarly-sized service line, not to exceed
the customer’s actual cost.

(B) Customers shall submit to the entiW, a detailed estimate and
paid invoice from a contractor licensed to perform LSLR
work in the Commonwealth where applicable. verifring the
replacement of the customer-owned LSL. Th lieu of a detailed
estimate. a verified statement from the contractor attesting to
completion of a LSLR may be sufficient.

(ii)
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(2) If the value of reimbursements would cause the entity to exceed its annual
budgeted cap on the number of LSLRs. the entity’s annual budgeted cap for
LSLRs for the following year must be reduced by this amount.

(3) An entity shall make reasonable best efforts to assist customers throuh the
reimbursement process and. to the extent possible, make determinations in
favor of the customer where the customer has provided reasonable evidence
of a LSLR to the entity.

(e) I’Varrantv. An entity’s pro fbnna tariff or tariff supplement must provide a
warranty on LSLR work performed of a term of not less than two years. The
entity’s warranty provisions must:

(1) Define the start date of the two-year term.

(2) Ensure that the materials and workmanship of the replacement and
restoration of surfaces are covered.

(3) Define the maximum coverage amounts under the warranty.

Explain any liability an entity will have for damages not covered by the
warranty.

(5) Ensure entity access to the property to correct any deficiencies.

S 65.59. LSLR Program Reports.

(a) An entity with an approved LSLR Program shall file with the Commission a
LSLR Program Report by March 1 of each year, in both print and electronic
formats, including supporting spreadsheets. If an entity is implementinz its LSLR
Plan as part of a Commission-approved LTIIP. the entity shall include a LSLR
Program Report as part of the entity’s AAO Plan under 52 Pa. Code 121.6(b)(3)
(relating to AAO Plan filings).

(b) An entity’s LSLR Program Report must identify the preceding year’s activities.
including:

(1) The number of LSLs replaced in the preceding year by county.

(2) The length of LSLs removed, by pipe diameter. in each county.

(3) The length, pipe diameters, and material types of LSLRs by county.

(4) The actual cost of each LSLR by county.

(4)
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(51 The average cost of a LSLR by county.

(6) The total annual LSLR expenditures for the calendar year by customer
class.

(7) The total projected LSLR expenditures for the following calendar year.

(8) The entity’s outreach and coordination activities with other utilities, the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, local governments, and
customers.

(9) The number and geographic location of LSLR customer refusals for the
calendar year.

(10) Applicable lead monitoring requirements established by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection for each of the
entity’s water distribution systems.

(11) The entity’s compliance with the regulatory requirements established by the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection, including a description of any violations thereof
associated with lead.

(12) The current status of the entity’s Service Line Inventory efforts, including
the known material types and pipe diameters of customer service lines.

S 65.60. Accountin2 and financial.

(a) An entity shall record LSLR costs in compliance with the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners uniform system of accounts applicable to the
entity as intangible assets.

(b) An entity may defer:

(1) Income taxes related to no cost and low-cost sources of funding for LSLRS,
including applicable income taxes on contributions-in-aid-of-construction
and/or below-market rate loans, for accounting purposes to the extent that
such costs are not recovered through the entity’s existing base rates or

LSLRs.
(131 The entity’s efforts to obtain grants. low interest loans and donations for
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DSIC. Prudent and reasonable deferred income taxes must be amortized
over a reasonable period of time with a return on the entity’s investment.

(2) Service line inventory. LSLR program development. LSLR Plan, LSLR
Program Report. and reimbursement expenses for accounting purposes to
the extent that such costs are not recovered through the entity’s existinE
base rates. Prudent and reasonable deferred expenses must be amortized
over a reasonable period of time without a return on the entity’s investment.
unless the Commission. pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. 523 (relating to
performance factor consideration). finds that providing a return on the
entity’s investment is warranted based on sufficient supporting data
submitted by the entity in its rate case filing.

65.61. Preexisting LSLR activities.

An entity that received prior Commission approval to perform LSLR activities shall
submit for Commission approval a LSLR Program that, at a minimum, conforms with the
requirements of this subchapter and takes effect no later than the effective date of the
rates established under the entity’s next base rate case following the effective date of this
Section. or within two years of the effective date of this Section. whichever comes first.

65.62. Prohibition on partial LSLRs.

The following provisions must apply after the effective date of this Section:

(a) Where a customer elects to replace a customer-owned LSL. an entity shall replace
the connected entity-owned LSL concurrent with the customer’s replacement of
the customer-owned LSL. subject to the following:

(1) A Class A public utility or authority shall replace the entity-owned LSL
within 90 days of the date of the customer’s request or on the LSLR date
specified by the customer, whichever is later.

(2) A Class B or Class C public utility or a municipal corporation shall replace
the entity-owned LSL within 180 days of the date of the customer’s request
or on the LSLR date specified by the customer, whichever is later.

(b) An entity may not install, or cause to be installed, a partial LSLR and may not
furnish water service using a partial LSLR that is installed by a customer after the
effective date of this Section.

(c) If a customer refuses, or fails to accept, an entity’s offer to replace a customer
owned LSL. the entity shall replace the entity-owned portion of the LSL in
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accordance with the entiw’s LSLR Plan and terminate service in accordance with
the entitVs tariff

(d) Where an entity has reasonable evidence indicating that a customer is being served
by a partial LSLR installed by the customer after the effective date of this Section.
the entity shall terminate service to the customer in accordance with the entity’s
tariff.

(e) An entity shall install, or cause to be installed, entity-owned and customer-owned
LSLRS even where an entity is under a Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection directive to replace LSLs due to a water system’s action
level exceedance of 0.015 mg/L as defined in 25 Pa. Code 109.1103 (relating to
monitoring requirements).
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66.1. Definitions.

ANNEX B
TITLE 52. PUBLEC UTILITIES

PART I. PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
SUBPART C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES
CHAPTER 66. WASTEWATER SERVICE

SUBCHAPTER A. SERVICE GENERALLY

Public utiliti’ — Persons or corporations owning or operating equipment or facilities in this
Commonwealth for wastewater collection, treatment, or disposal for the public for
compensation. The term does not include a person or corporation not otherwise a public
utility who or which furnishes service only to himself or itself, or a bona fide cooperative
association which furnishes service only to its stockholders or members on a nonprofit
basis.

SUBCHAPTER B. DAMAGED WASTEWATER SERVICE LATERALS

66.31. Purpose.

The purpose of this subchapter is to implement 66 Pa.C.S. 1311(b) governing the
standard under which jurisdictional wastewater utilities and certain other entities may
seek to replace, rehabilitate or repair damaged wastewater service laterals and recover
associated costs. This subchapter sets forth the scope of and provides minimum
requirements for damaged wastewater service lateral replacements.

§ 66.32. Definitions.

The following words and terms. when used in this subchapter. have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

MO plan — Annual asset optimization plan — The term as defined in 52 Pa. Code 121.2
(relating to definitions).

Conthined seii’er system — As defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection under 25 Pa. Code 94.1 (relating to definitions).

COmpQnI ‘s service lateral — The portion of a service lateral owned by the company.
extending from a main to the inlet connection of a customer’s service lateral at the curb
or property line.

Customer — A party contracting with a public utility for service.



Customer’s service lateral. — The portion of a service lateral owned by the customer,
most often extending from the curb, property line or utility connection to a point two feet
away from the face of the foundation of the structure.

DSIC — Distribution system improvement char2e —The term as defined in 52 Pa. Code
S 121.2 (relating to definitions).

DWSL — Danzaffed wastewater service lateraL — A customer’s service lateral containing a
single area or a combination of several areas, acting collectively, identified by visual or
other means, along the length of the lateral which has or have been determined to
significantly impair the intended function of the customer’s service lateral to convey
wastewater flow to the company’s service lateral and keep inflow and infiltration flows,
within reason, out of the customer’s service lateral.

DWSL Plan — DamaEed wastewater service lateral plan. — A plan and supporting
documents submitted to and approved by the Commission that specify how an entity intends
to implement its damaaed wastewater service lateral program.

DWSL Program — Damaged wasteivater service lateral program. — A program submitted
to and approved by the Commission for the replacement, rehabilitation and/or repair of
damaged wastewater service laterals by an entity.

DWSL Program Report — Damaged wastewater service lateral program report — The
annual report, including a plan and supporting documents. providing information for
damaged wastewater service lateral replacements completed by an entity under its
damaged wastewater service lateral program.

DWSL Project — Damaged wastewater service lateral project — An entity’s scheduled
damaged wastewater service lateral activity either in conjunction with main replacements
or as part of a damaged wastewater service lateral program.

D WSL Project Area — DamaEed wastewater service lateral project area —The area of a
sewershed described by an entity as being eligible for the entity’s damaged wastewater
service lateral plan.

DWSL Replacement — Damaged wastewater service lateral replacement. — A service
lateral installed to replace a damaged wastewater service lateral or an approved method
under the entity’s damaged wastewater service lateral plan to rehabilitate and/or repair a
damaged wastewater service lateral.

Entity — A public utility as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. 5102 (relating to definitions) that
provides wastewater service, a municipal corporation as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. 5 102



(relating to definitions) that provides wastewater service beyond its corporate limits, and
an authority as defined in 66 Pa.C.S. S 3201 (relating to definitions).

Hydraulic desizn capacity — The term as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code 5 94.1 (relating to definitions).

Hydraulic overload— The term as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code 5 94.1 (relating to definitions).

Inflow — The term as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection under 25 Pa. Code 5 965.1 (relating to definitions).

Infiltration — The term as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection under 25 Pa. CodeS 965.1 (relating to definitions).

J&J - Inflow and infiltration. — The total quantity of water from both infiltration and
inflow.

LTJIP — Long-term infrastructure improvement vian — The term as defined in 52 Pa.
Code 5121.2 (relating to definitions).

Main — The pipe of a public utility system, excluding service laterals, located in a public
highway. street. alley or private right-of-way which pipe is used in collecting and
conveying wastewater.

Monthly averaee flow — The term as defmed by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code 5 94.1 (relating to definitions).

Sanitary sewer system — “Separate sanitary sewer system” as defined by the Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code * 94.1 (relating to
definitions).

Service lateral — The pipe and appurtenances that connect any main to a point two feet
away from the surface of the foundation of the stmcture.

Sewershed. — A delineated area contributing wastewater flows to a single downstream
point in a wastewater system.

Wastewater. — The termas defined in Section 102 of the Public Utility Code. 66 Pa. C.S.
$102 (relating to definitions).
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Wastewater facilities — Sewerage facilities as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code 94.1 (relating to definitions).

Wastewater system — Sewer system as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection under 25 Pa. Code 94.1 (relating to definitions).

Wastewater overflow — Includes the terms “CSO-Combined sewer overflow” and
“Sanitary sewer overflow” as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection under 25 Pa. Code 94.1 (relating to definitions).

S 66.33. DWSL Program parameters.

(a) Any entity may petition the Commission for approval of a DWSL Program to
replace, rehabilitate andIor repair DWSLs where its purpose can be specifically
linked to the entiWs efforts to address either of the objectives set forth in 52 Pa.
Code 66.33(b).

(b) An entity’s purpose for petitioning the Commission for approval of a DWSL
Program shall be linked to:

(I’) Excessive T&I causing, or which is reasonably expected within the next five
years to cause, a hydraulically overloaded condition, wastewater overflows
and/or additional flow which is prudent for the entity to avoid.

(2) Design or construction conditions causing, or which are reasonably
expected to cause within the next five years, wastewater overflows.

66.34. Petitioning the Commission for a DWSL Program.

(a) An entity may file a DWSL ProRram petition with the Commission’s Secretary’s
Bureau with copies served upon the Bureau of Investigation and Enforcement, the
Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small Business Advocate, and the
parties of record in the entity’s most recent base rate case. Service is evidenced by
a certificate of service filed with the DWSL Program petition.

(b) An entity that has a Commission-approved LIJIP shall include with its DWSL
Program petition a modified LTIIP containing a DWSL Plan as a separate and
distinct component of the entity’s LTIIP.

(c) An entity that does not have a Commission-approved LTIIP when filing its DWSL
Program petition shall include a DWSL Plan meeting the requirements of 52 Pa.
Code 121.3 (relating to LTIIP).
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S 66.35. DWSL Prov’am requirements.

(a) A DWSL Program must include the following:

(I) A DWSL Plan as described in 52 Pa. Code 66.36.

(2) A pro fomia tariff or tariff supplement containing the proposed changes
necessary to implement the entity’s DWSL Program as described in
52 Pa. Code 66.38.

(3) Information required by the Commission for filings under 66 Pa.C.S.
1308 (relating to voluntary chances in rates). including statements

required by 52 Pa. Code 53.52(a) (relating to applicability: public utilities
other than canal, turnpike. tuimel. bridge and wharf companies).

(b) A final Commission Order approving an entity’s DWSL Program will direct an
entity to make any necessary revisions to the pro forma tariff or tariff supplement
and resubmit the tariff or tariff supplement pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. 1308 (relating
to voluntary changes in rates).

(c) After initial Commission-approval of an entity’s DWSL Program, the DWSL
Program shall be subject to review in all future base rate cases. An entity shall
submit any modification to the DWSL Program for review with its base rate case.

5 66.36. DVSL Plan requirements.

An entity’s DWSL Plan must contain, at a minimum:

(a) Planning and reylacements. The Planning and Replacements section of an
entity’s DWSL Plan shall include:

(1) The entity’s projected annual investment in DWSL replacements with an
explanation of the entiW’s anticipated sources of financing.

(2) The entity’s projected number of DWSL replacements per calendar year
with an explanation of how the entity’s proiection was determined, and a
statement that this number is consistent with the entiw’s annual cap on
DWSL replacements.

(3) The identification criteria or standard to be used by the entiW to determine
whether a customer’s service lateral is damaged and is impacting the
entity’s wastewater system.
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(4) The eligible areas designated by the entity as proposed DWSL Project
Areas described with a bearing angles and distances or metes and bounds
description and graphically depicted.

(5) The prioritization criteria considered by the entity when developing its
DWSL replacement schedule.

(6) A benefit analysis detailing the expected improvements in the entity’s
wastewater system functionality.

(7) An estimate of the net present value of the entity’s fiiwre reduced and/or
increased costs associated with DWSL replacements identified in the
DWSL Plan, broken down by capital costs and operation and maintenance
costs.

(8) The entity’s processes and procedures based upon a customer’s acceptance
of a DWSL replacement, including:

(i) A consent agreement form by which the customer will authorize the
completion of the DWSL replacement.

(ii) A brief description of the entity’s process for DWSL replacements
under normal conditions and atypical conditions for gravity and
pressurized DWSLs.

(iii) An explanation of the entity’s process for coordination with the
customer and the information the entity will provide to the customer
throughout the DWSL replacement process.

The entity’s process for addressing DWSL replacement completion
and/or closeout with a customer.

(9) The procedures for documenting a customer’s refusal of the offer by the
entity to replace a DWSL. including the entity’s duty to:

(i) Provide the customer with a complete disclosure of the known health
hazards from the continued use of a DWSL.

(iv) Inform the customer that refusal will require the customer to
complete a DWSL replacement. at the customer’s expense. within
one year of commencement of an entity’s DWSL Project within a
DWSL Project Area in order to be eligible for reimbursement.

(iv)
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(10) The industry-accepted construction practices the entity plans to utilize to
replace both entity-owned and customer-owned service laterals.

(b) Communications, outreach, and education. An entity’s DWSL Plan must outline
the entity’s communication, outreach and education steps to educate customers
about the harmful effects of DWSLs and the entity’s plan to address DWSL
replacements.

(I) An entity’s DWSL Plan must describe, at a minimum, how the entity will:

(i) Prioritize DWSL replacement efforts to areas of the entitVs
collection system that have known wastewater overflows, basement
backups, or I&I issues.

(ii) Coordinate DWSL Program efforts with state, county and local
governments and agencies, community organizations and public
works departments.

(iii) Ensure that relevant information will be provided to all bill-paying
customers and persons that receive wastewater service from the
entity, in plain language that can be understood by the general
public: including a description of steps the consumer may take to
identify DWSLs.

(iv) Provide customers with copies of as-built drawings or similar
depictions that indicate the location of the DWSL replacement on
the property between the customer’s structure and the edQe of the
existing right-of-way. An entity shall make a good faith effort to
provide customers with relevant documents associated with the
DWSL replacement.

(2) The entity’s DWSL Plan must include copies of all printed and broadcast
material to be distributed under the entity’s DWSL ProQram.

(3) A Class A public utility or authority shall develop a DWSL section on the
public utility’s website within 12 months of the Commission approval of its
DWSL Program. The website shall contain, at a minimum:

(U A secure online tool that provides customers the ability to determine
whether their property is eligible for a reimbursement.

A secure online tool that provides customers the ability to determine
whether records reflect that the property of record has a DWSL.

(ii)
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(iii) A copy of any static map or graphic representation depicting Project
Areas.

(iv) Information and resources relating to the health risks associated with
DWSLs, the status of current efforts by the public utility to replace
DWSLs, and community meetings and advisory committees hosted
by the public utility.

66.37. Periodic review of DWSL Plan.

After initial Commission approval of an entity’s DWSL Plan, the entity shall update the
DWSL Plan for Commission review at least once every five years. The Commission will,
to the extent possible, coordinate the review of the updated DWSL Plan with the Deriodie
review of an entity’s LTIIP pursuant to 52 Pa. Code 121.7 (relating to periodic review
of an LTIIP).

(a) The Commission’s review will determine:

(1) If the entity has adhered to its DWSL Plan.

(2) If changes to the entity’s DWSL Plan are necessary to maintain and
improve the efficiency, safety, adequacy, and reliability of its DWSL
Program.

(3) If the updated DWSL Plan is consistent with the parameters of the entity’s
DWSL Program.

(b) Service of the updated DWSL Plan shall be made consistent with the requirements
of 52 Pa. Code 66.34(a). The Commission will issue a Secretarial Letter
establishing a schedule for the submission of comments and repLy comments to aid
in its periodic review. If the Commission determines that the entity’s approved
DWSL Plan is no longer sufficient to ensure and maintain efficient, safe, adequate,
reliable, and reasonable service, the Commission will direct the entity to revise.
update, or resubmit its DWSL Plan as appropriate.

66.38. Pro forma tariff or tariff supplement requirements.

An entity’s pro fbrrna tariff or tariff supplement containing proposed changes necessary
to implement the entity’s DWSL Program must address. at a minimum:
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(a) DWSL Pro rain annual cap. An entity’s pro forma tariff or tariff supplement
must include a cap on the maximum number of DWSL replacements that can be
completed annually.

(b) Service line demarcation.

(I) Each entity’s pro fonna tariff or tariff supplement must include a definition
for customer’s service lateral that is consistent with 52 Pa. Code S 66.52.

(2) Each entity shall use the DWSL replacement process to perfect the entity’s
ownership of the portion of the service lateral located within the then-
existing right-of-way to ensure that the entity can obtain necessary permits
to complete work within the public right-of-way in the future.

(c) Frequency oIDWSL replacements, An entity’s pro forma tariff or tariff
supplement must include a restriction where the entity may not complete more
than one DWSL replacement for a customer at a property that previously received
a DWSL replacement for a length of time equal to the lesser of the averaRe service
life for DWSL replacements established in the entity’s most recent base rate case
or the average service life for Account No. 363 — Services to Customers in the
entity’s most recent Service Life Study filed with the Commission pursuant to 52
Pa. Code 73.5 (relating to service life study report).

(d) Reimbursements. An entity shall provide a reimbursement to a customer who
completed a DWSL replacement within one year of commencement of the entity’s
DWSL Project within a DWSL Project Area.

(I) An entity shall include in its required pro fönna tariff or tariff supplement
language explaining its reimbursement terms and conditions, including the
lb I lowing:

(i) An explanation of the entity’s methods for detemuning the amount
of reimbursements, reimbursement methods. and any restrictions on
reimbursements.

(ii) An explanation of the entity’s reimbursement methods. includin the
forms of payment to be used by the entity to distribute
reimbursements and the length of time by which the utility will issue
a reimbursement for an eligible reimbursement request.

(iii) An explanation of the entity’s method for determining customer
eligibility, providing that:
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(A) Customers located within a DWSL Project Area are eligible
for a reimbursement of DWSL replacement expenses up to
125% of the average cost the entity would have incurred to
perform a DWSL replacement of a similarly-sized customer’s
service lateral, not to exceed the customer’s actual cost.

(B) Customers must submit to the entity a detailed estimate and
paid invoice from a contractor, licensed to perform such work
in the Commonwealth where applicable, verifying the
completion of a DWSL replacement. In lieu of a detailed
estimate, a verified statement from the contractor attesting to
completion of a DWSL replacement may be sufficient.

(2) If the value of reimbursements causes the entity to exceed its annual
budgeted cap on the number of DWSL replacements, the entity’s annual
budgeted cap for the following year shall be reduced by this amount.

(3) An entity shall make reasonable best efforts to assist customers throuuh the
reimbursement process and. to the extent possible. make determinations in
favor of the customer where the customer has provided reasonable evidence
of a DWSL replacement to the entity.

(4) A customer’s refusal of a DWSL replacement offer by the entity does not
ne2ate the customer’s ability to submit for reimbursement in accordance
with the emit” s reimbursement procedure once the customer has
independently replaced a DWSL.

(e) Warramv. An entity’s pro forma tariff or tariff supplement must provide a
warranty on DWSL replacement work performed of a term of not less than
two years. The entity’ s warranty provisions must:

(I) Define the start date of the two-year term.

(2) Ensure that the materials and workmanship of the DWSL replacement and
restoration of surfaces are covered.

(3) Define the maximum coverage amounts under the warranty.

(4) Explain any liabilityp_entity will have for damages not covered by the
warranty.

(5) Ensure entity access to the pronerty to correct any deficiencies.
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66.39. DWSL Program Reports.

(a) An entity with an approved DWSL Program shall file with the Commission a
DWSL Program Report by March 1 of each year. in both print and electronic
format, including all supporting spreadsheets. If an entity is implementing its
DWSL Program as part of a LTIIP. the entity shall include a DWSL Program
Report as part of the entity’s AAO Plan under 52 Pa. Code 121 .6(b)(3) (relating
to AAO Plan filings).

(b) An entity’s DWSL Program Report must identify the preceding year’s activities.
including:

(1) The number of DWSL replacements completed in the preceding year by
county.

(2) The length of DWSL replacements completed, by pipe diameter and by
replacement, rehabilitation or repair method, in each county.

(3) The pipe lengths, diameters. and material types of DWSL replacements.
broken down as follows:

(i) By county.

(ii) By DWSL replacement flow type (i.e.. gravity or pressurized).

(iii) By wastewater system type serving the properties that received the
DWSL replacements (i.e.. sanitary sewer system or combined sewer
system).

(4) The actual cost of each DWSL replacement, broken down as follows:

(0 By county.

(ii) By DWSL replacement flow type (i.e., gravity or pressurized).

(iii) By wastewater system type serving the properties that received the
DWSL replacements (i.e.. sanitary sewer system or combined sewer
system).

(5) The following information for each of the entity’s Project Areas, specific to
each wastewater facility that is currently, or is proiected within the next five
years to be, hydraulically overloaded or where flow is impacting or
detrimental to wastewater system function:
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(i) Monthly average flow for, at a minimum, a two-year period prior to
DWSL replacements being installed.

(ii) Three-month maximum flow for, at a minimum, a two-year period
prior to DWSL replacements being installed.

(iii) Monthly average flow for. at a minimum, a two-year period after
DWSL replacements have been installed.

(iv) Three-month maximum flow for, at a minimum, a two-year period
after DWSL replacements have been installed.

(6) A calculation of the average marginal cost of I&I for each of the entity’s
wastewater systems. by individual sewershed. broken down by the
following types:

(1) Wastewater systems where wastewater treatment is provided by the
entity.

(ii) Wastewater systems where wastewater treatment is not provided by
the entity.

(7) The average cost of a DWSL replacement by county.

(8) The entity’s total annual DWSL replacement expenditures for the calendar
year by customer class.

(9) The entity’s total projected DWSL replacement expenditures for the
following calendar year.

(10) The entity’s outreach and coordination activities with other entities, the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. local governments and
customers.

(1 1) The number and geographic locations of DWSL replacement customer
reffisals for the calendar year.

(12) The number of customers that had water andlor wastewater service
terminated due to refusal to replace, or to accept the entiW’s offer to
replace, a DWSL. by wastewater system.
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(13) Applicable wastewater system monitoring requirements established by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection as part of a
corrective action plan or consent order and agreement.

(14’) The entity’s compliance with the regulatory requirements established
Environmental Protection Agency and Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection, including a description of any violations
associated with wastewater overflows and any connection management

ki

plans.

(15) The entity’s efforts to obtain grants, low and no interest loans and
donations for DWSL replacements.

(16) A benefit analysis comparing the cost of DWSL replacement work
performed to the observed benefits which may include measurable cost
savings, a measurable increase in available wastewater system capacity, a
reduction in the number of service interruptions, and/or a reduction in the
number of observed wastewater overflows.

66.40. Accounting and financial.

(a) An entity shall record DWSL costs in compliance with the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners uniform system of accounts applicable to the
entity as intangible assets.

(b) An entity may defer:

(1) Income taxes related to no cost and low-cost sources of funding for DWSL
replacements, including applicable income taxes on contributions-in-aid-of-
construction andior below-market rate loans, for accounting purposes to the
extent that such costs are not recovered through the entity’s existing base
rates or DSIC. Prudent and reasonable deferred income taxes must be
amortized over a reasonable period of time with a return on the entity’s
investment.

(2) DWSL program development, DWSL Plan, DWSL Program Report, and
reimbursement expenses for accounting purposes to the extent that such
costs are not recovered through the entity’s existing base rates, Prudent and
reasonable deferred expenses must be amortized over a reasonable period
of time without a return on the entity’s investment, unless the Commission.
pursuant to 66 Pa. C.S. S 523 (relating to performance factor
consideration). finds that providing a return on the entiW’s investment is
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warranted based on sufficient supporting data submitted by the entity in its
rate case filing.

66.41. Unpermitted connections.

(a) As part of an entity’s DWSL Program, an entity shall disconnect any unpermitted
connection to a customer’s service lateral in compliance with its tariff provisions.

(b) Notwithstanding 52 Pa. Code 66.4 1(a). where the continued use of any
previously unpermitted connection to a customer’s service lateral is permissible
under other applicable laws, including the entity’s tariff, an entity may permit the
continued use of such connections as long as the entity’s permission and existence
of additional connection(s) is documented.

66.42. Competitive advantage.

An entity shall make a good faith effort to structure its DWSL Program to prevent
competition with optional insurance and warranty products that cover DWSL
replacements.

14



PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
HARRISBURG PENNSYLVANIA 17120

Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 Public Meeting held September 17, 2020
at 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and 66 3019521-LAW

Docket No. L-2020-3019521

STATEMENT OF VICE CHAIRMAN DAVID W. SWEET

Before the Commission is the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to implement the
provisions ofAct 120 of 2018, which addresses the financial aspects ofa utility’s replacement of
customer-owned lead service lines and damaged wastewater laterals. There is an extensive
Annex A, which proposes specific language to facilitate this implementation.

The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking invites comments of interested entities regarding the
proposed language. In addition, I ask that those filing comments respond to the following
questions:

1. Does the NOPR adequately carry out the directives in the statute? If not, how should it
be changed?

2. Should all water utilities be required to develop and file a lead service line replacement
plan? If not, under what circumstances should a plan be required?

3. Does this NOPR conflict with Act 44 of 2017 that prevents the imposition of obligations
upon municipal authorities regarding replacement of LSLs by municipal authorities?

4. Does the requirement that the filed plan include the location of customer refusals
adequately protect customer information?

5. Does the NOPR grant the utilities and entities with preexisting LSLR activities the
flexibility to continue replacing affected lines under already approved terms?

6. Does the NOPR adequately provide due process to both utility and customer?
7. Does the NOPR adequately provide information regarding the process to be used when a

filed plan is contested?
8. Should this NOPR be streamlined, and if so, how?

I ask that these questions be included in the publication of the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

September 17. 2020

______________________________

DATE DAVID W. SWEET
VICE CHAIRMAN



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA Inreply.pleasereferto:

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION L-2020-3019521

PUC 400 NORTH STREET, HARRISBURG, PA 17120 57-330

March 16, 2021

Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St., 14” Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Via email to: irrc2i,irrc.state.pa.us
Steve Hoffman, slioffrnan(1iirrc.state.pa.us

Re: Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 at 52 Pa. Code
Chapters 65 and 66; PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-301 9521; Fiscal Note 57-330

Good Day:

Pursuant to Section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act, please find enclosed a
copy of the Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 at 52 Pa. Code
Chapters 65 and 66, (57-330). The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC)
entered this proposed rulemaking on September 17, 2020, at PA PUC Docket No.
L-2020-30 1952 1.

This proposed rulemaking would establish regulations regarding the replacement
of lead service lines and damaged wastewater service laterals, and the recovery of
associated costs, pursuant to Act 120 of 2018, codified at 66 Pa. CS. § 1311(b).

We have delivered the proposed rulemaking to the offices of the Chairs for the
Senate Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee and the House
Consumer Affairs Committee and advised them that this proposed rulemaking is
scheduled for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin on April 3, 2021, with a 45-day
public comment period. The Preamble and Annexes A and B are just under 70 pages.
We have also delivered the proposed rulemaking to the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

As set forth in the Regulatory Review Act, the PA PUC will consider any
comments and recommendations made by the Legislative Committees, as well as by the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) and the public, prior to final
adoption of the proposed rulemaking.



IRRC
Act 120 NOPR; L-2020-3019521; 57-330
March 16, 2021
Page 2

Please contact me by e-mail at finksmith(Wpa.gov or by telephone at
717-787-8866 if you have any questions or need additional information.

Sincerely,

/s/ oi& c31ü/k Q,mih

Louise Fink Smith
Assistant Counsel

Enclosures:
Order (Preamble)
Annexes: A-Water & B-Wastewater
Statement of Vice Chairman David W. Sweet
FACE SHEET and Executive Summary — signed by OAG
Regulatory Analysis Form
Fiscal Note
Documentation of delivery to the offices of the Chairs of the four Legislative
Committees and to the Bulletin

Transrnittals also to:
The Honorable Robert Tomlinson, c/o Tammy Blauch, tbIauchpasen.gov
The Honorable Lisa Boscola. do Jerry Livingston, ierry.livingstonnasenate.com
The Honorable Jim Marshall, do Nancy Lane, nlane?ipahouseRop.com
The Honorable Robert Matzie, c/o Laurie Fouse Miller, Ifouse1ipahouse.net
Pennsylvania BulletiWLegislative Reference Bureau, c/o bulletin(Wpalrb.us

cc: Renaldo L. Hicks, PA PUC Chief Counsel, rehickspa.gov
Rhonda Daviston, PA PUC Assistant Counsel, rdavistoncUpa.gov
Joseph Cardinale, PA PUC Assistant Counsel, jcardinale(pa.gov
June Perry, PA PUC Director Legislative Affairs, jgperry(1iTha.gov



Stephen Hoffman

From: Nancy Lane <Nlane@pahausegop.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 3:02 PM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject: RE: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 re Act 120 -- PA PUC Docket L-2020-3019521 March 2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hello Ms. Smith,

Yes I did receive this. If it helps, I can also respond to your emails to let you know that they were received. Just to
clarify, I received PA PUC Docket No. L-2018-3001391 on March 15th and PA PUC Docket No. L-202-3019521 on March
16th

Thanks! And please call me Nancy

2V%incy5 Lane
MAR iS 2021

Leg is(atire A cUninist rative )lssistaut to
Ji,,, £14a rslza r4 flvtajodty Cfia irrna Independent ReWrOrY

Coitsuineryiffairs Committee
‘koom 105 cNyan Office (Buirifiug
EIIILIIr n&ne@paliousegop. corn
:p,r!o,,e(17J260 6132

‘Fctu 717-782-2918

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:59 PM
To: Nancy Lane <Nlane@pahousegop.com>
Subject: FW: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 re Act 120-- PA PUC Docket L-2020-3019521 March 2021

Ms. Lane —

Out of an abundance of caution, I am resending this as I have not received a delivered notice from the email server.
Please let me know if you have indeed received this NOPR delivery.
Many thanks.
Regards,
Louise Fink Smith, Esq.
PA PUC Law Bureau
717-787-8866
finksmith@pa.gov

1



From: Fink Smith, Louise
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:34 PM
To: nlane@pahousegop.com
Cc: Hicks, Renardo <rehicks@pa.Rov>; Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVIST0Ncia.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <jcardinaie@pa.gov>;
Perry, June <JUPERRY@Qa.gov>
Subject: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 re Act 120-- PA PUC Docket L-2020-3019521 March 2021

Ms. Lane --

Enclosed is a copy of the Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 at 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and
66, (57-330), for review by the Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee (Committee). The
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) entered this proposed rulemaking on September 17, 2020, at
PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521.

This is the second of two NOPRs delivered this week.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Regards,
-- Louise

Louise Fink Smith, Esq.
PA PUC Law Bureau
finksmith(3pa.gov
717-787-8888

The infor,natio,, t,ans,nittec/ is in tc,,ded a,,It’ for üie person or entity to which it is addressed and tour carnal,, confidential and. or pri ifeged material. Anr re’ len.
ret,vns,,,ission. dissemi,,ation or other use of or taking ofant action in ,Wtance upon, this bLfonnation hr persons or entities other than the intended recipient is
prohibited. 11w,, ,cceired this information in error, please contact ihe sent/er and delete the message and ,natet-ialfrom al/computers.

2



Stephen Hoffman

From: Fouse, Laurie <LFouse@pahouse.net>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:44 PM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject: RE: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 reAct 120 -- PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521 March

2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Thank you veiy much —1 will forward to Rep. Maizie & Bet/i Rosentel.

Enjoy the rest ofyour day.

Laurie Fouse-Miller
Office of State Representative Robert F. “Rob” Matzie
PA I-louse of Representatives

121 mis OI’fice Building MAR 162021
Harrisburu, PA 17120-2016
7177874444 Independent RegutOrY

FAX:717-780-4772

I lhuseapahouse.net

From: Fink Smith, Louise maiIto:finksmith@pa.gov)
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:33 PM
To: Fouse, Laurie <LFouse@pahouse.net>
Cc: Hicks, Renardo <rehicks@pa.gov>; Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVISTON@pa.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <jcardinale@pa.gov>;
Perry, June <JUPERRY@pa.gov>
Subject: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 reAct 120--PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521 March 2021

Ms. Fouse-Miller --

Enclosed is a copy of the Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 at 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and
66, (57-330), for review by the Consumer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee (Committee). The
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) entered this proposed rulemaking on September 17, 2020, at
PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521.

This is the second of two NOPRs delivered this week.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Regards,
-- Louise

Louise Fink Smith, Esq.
PA PUC Law Bureau
finksmith@pa.gov
717-787-8888



Stephen Hoffman

From: Microsoft Outlook
<MicrosoftExchange329e7l ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41l09e@pagov.onmicrosoft.com>

To: tblauch@pasen.gov
Sent Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:25 PM
Subject: Relayed: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 Act 120-- PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521 March

2021

Delivery to these recipients or groups is complete, but no delivery notification was sent by the
destination server:

tbIauch(bDasen.pov (tblauch@pasen.Qov)

Subject: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 Ad 120 -- PA PUC Docket No, L-2020-3019521 March 2021

MAR 162021

I lndcp&M
L_.S.!LLW commissj

1



Stephen_Hoffman

From: Livingston, Jerry <Jerry.Livingston@pasenate.com>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 3:48 PM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject: RE: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 re Act 120-- PA PUC Docket L-2020-3019521 March 2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Thank you!

From: Fink Smith, Louise <finksmith@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 2:28 PM
To: Livingston, Jerry <Jerry.Livingston@pasenate.com>
Cc: Hicks, Renardo <rehicks@pa.gov>; Daviston, Rhonda <RDAVIST0N@pa.gov>; Cardinale, Joe <jcardinale@pa.gov>;
Perry, June <IUPERRV@pa.gov>
Subject: PA PUC NDPR 57-330 re Act 120--PA PUC Docket L-2020-3019521 March 2021

• EXTERNAL EMAIL.

JJ ——

Enclosed is a copy of the Proposed Rulemaking to Implement Act 120 of 2018 at 52 Pa. Code Chapters 65 and
66, (57-330), for review by the Con5umer Protection and Professional Licensure Committee (Committee). The
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) entered this proposed rulemaking on September 17, 2020, at
PA PUC Docket No. L-2020-3019521.

This is the second of two NOPRs delivered this week.
DPlease let me know if you have any questions. J

MAR 16?ozi
Independent Regulatory

Louise Fink Smith, Esq. Review Commission

PA PUC Law Bureau
finksmithpa.gov
717-787-8888

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended solely for the use
of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended recipient then be advised that fonvarding.
communicating, disseminating, copying or using this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you
receive this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete the information without saving
any copies.

1



Stephen Hoffman

From: Bulletin <bulletin@palrb.us>
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2021 3:25 PM
To: Fink Smith, Louise
Subject: [External] Read: PA PUC NDPR 57-330 re Act 120-- PA PUC Docket No.

L-2020-3019521 March 2021
Attachments: [External] Read: PA PUC NOPR 57-330 reAct 120-- PA PUC Docket No.

1-2020-3019521 March 2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments from unknown sources. To
report suspicious email, forward the message as an attachment to CWOPA_SPAM@pa.gov.

MAR 162021

Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

1


